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With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
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It is not ften that we Indulge in the
recounting of personal experiences, as
news matter but wo have discovered
the inadequacy of the descriptive pow
ers of our friends to express the things
they have seen, and we, are impelled to
try to pass on some of the things we
have learned by r.ctual observation,
doing you the justice to warn you
against reading this if you doubt our
ability to make it interesting.
In planning the trip to Santa Fe,
last week we thought a trip in company with Mr. J. M. Beck, manager
of the Roy Garage in- his
"Olds" car would be an unalloyed pleasure over the old utility
road. His skill as a driver added to
his wit and cleverness in conversational lines promised much but nothing to the trip that we really had.
At Springer "Stub" (which is short
for Mr. Stubblefield, the head of the
biggest auto industry in N. E. New
Mexico) ordered the trip via Cimarron
5
and Taos which was one of the am
bitions of our young life to take some
day, but not before apparent.
We
fell for it without debate and rolled
along to Cimarron followed by II.
and W. II. McCarger, and Lebert's
two little nieces, from Mills, who seized
this chance to make the trip with r.
reliable guide. At Cimarron, a deserted bedraggled and pitiful-lookin- g
relic cf fond hopes of some
of former years, and come to its
present state of dilapidation because
they failed to support their local news
paper or pay the preachers we had
a good dinner (Fart of the story is
deleted by Mrs. 0. and besides conven
tion delegations are supposed not to
tell tales on their return) and started
up the canyon toward Ute Park. From
a scenic standpoint, business began to
pick up the minute we entered the
(?)
canyon but "Joe" insisted it wasn't
t'me to admire yet and urged saving &
the adjectives 'for the real show. At
Ute 1'ark we stopped to meet an old
)
lady who Í3 immensely proud of her
three boys over in France, and to long
to grab Fred Strong by the mitt and
hear hl3 hearty greeting but we had
to be content with looking down among
the tree to his lonely little depot and
thinking of him.
Then the real show started The

The Democratic State Convention
at Santa Fe last week was the right
place to. get at the actual situation
politically in New Mexico, and it was
well worth while to sit in convention
with
receptive mind and ji prejudices or favorites and study the causes
as well, as the effects of the conditions, sentiments, plots and counter

plots and general activities of a state

convention.
The .activities and deliberations of
the State Central Committee before
the oonvention opened were videnced
without the pain of going through all
this preparation by the layman, who
could sit down to the enjoyment of
the 'IKey-NotSpeech,, which . was
bo ahly delivered by Neil ii. Field, of
Albuquerque, whose brilliance is only
rivalled by his irrascible temperament.
The largest and most enthusiastic
Democratic Convention ever held in
the state heard him and an endless
category of speakers followed and repeated the platitudes he uttered.
The statement that "FREE and UNLIMITED Speech, was a Democratic
prerogative" was taken at its face
value, and a lot of fellows made use
of it to the point of intemperance and
spoiled the disposition of an otherwise
goodimtured and sensible assemblage-Jockeyin- g
for places in the start wa
sly and spirited but showed far less
skill and cleverness than we formerly
noted in Republican state conventions
in Iowa when we were mixed up in
them years ago and no play was made
that he rank and file was not wiss

high-pow-
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Le-be- rt

to vn the instant.
The placing of Senator Ike Barth,
of Albuquerque in the chair was a
good move for no one could long remain angry or sulky under his
d
railery and no one dared show
his weaknesses under penalty of having rhim ridiculed.
After an endless stream of talk,
some conveying thought more or less
stereotyped, and some merely displaying the weaknesses of the individuals
who wanted to be heard in a large
crowd, they got to business. The first
round resulted in proposing some impossibilities for U. S. Senator, "but on
the first ballot the invincible candidate
the wily one who has any legitimate
claim to being the right man tame in
to hre own with the calm assurance Tor
a born leader and trained executive,
"Billy Walton" carried the first ballot
overwhelmingly and the other would-b- e
candidates and their friends climbed into the "Band-Wagowith as
much celerity and agility as they had
climbed on the "Water-Wagon- "
this
good-nature-
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Who would
Win t his War?
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J. Floershiem is taking his
annual vacation this week and
after attending the Democratic
State Convention at Santa Fe.
he went
on
with his son,
Lester to Albuquerque to see him
safely started m the University
training school. Jake was made
Secretary of the Central Committee during its deliberations and
refused the nomination for Trea
surer,
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Prairie Fire
Now that the prairie grass is
fully matured and the dry vveath
er has thoroughly cured it, the
danger of prairie fires is greater
than at any time in years. The
prairies are covered with a heavy
growth which is of a value for
pasture seldom equalled in any
country and a prairie fire would
mean thousands of dollars
damage on a very small area.
There are few acres of prairie
that do not now bear feed equal
to half a ton of hay or more and
the shortage of range in many
parts of this state, Texas and
other states, make this grass
valuable.
Carelessness
which
would permit a prairie fire to
start now would be a crime equal
to setting fire to feed in stacks
and we urge everyone to guard
carefull against any chance of
starting a fire this winter.
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Benjamin
Branch returned
home Monday from Wyoming
where he has been working with
his father on a big ranch all sum
mer. He came to go to school
again this winter and has grown
so tall and fat that we hardly recognized him had he not looked
the image of his father.
There are few boys of 15 years
as large and well developed as

)'

trees and shrub3 took on more brill- iant hues, the mountain-side- s
turned
to scarJet und gold, while the road
wound around a labyrinth of trees and
streams which, while it held the un'. r
divided attention of the driver wa3
enough for any one person to enjoy. The end of the railroad was a ft)
tonny.
positive discord in all this otherwise
Space Contributed to Winning to War r
Ws
beautiful place and it seemed a disweek.
pensation of providence that preventRev. F. S. Pratt, is the name
The candidacy for Congressman ed so sordid a thing as a railroad, inwent "begging in a most remarkable truding forth .an the things of nature.
of the Methodist Minister sent
manner, and was left till later and
Finally the end of the canyon came
to Roy by the Conference, in
then wished on Judnre Richardsun by and wii.li it a glimpse of the famous
stead of Rev Wilson as stated
common consent.
The state treasury "Eagle's Nest" darn, the construction
also went begging and was donated to 'camp and wild scenery which made the
last week. He arrived with his
the man from Socorro county who y
huge work of man appear in
family Monday and is rooming
mitted they dnserveiLno better.
significant amongst the sublime works
with
Dr. Gibbs untill Dr. Brown
The Governorship wan urged upon of nature surrounding it. Then up
and
Felix Garcia because he was conceded 'an ugly hill jvith several double-bac- k
wife
depart for the winter
depth and LENGTH don't take our ting lost and
about an
to be the only right man for the place to make the grade possible :;nd down word, ask McCarger, for' the little eld hour or two, wo came on home. The
fruit-i3ií- s. when
Save
they
nut
and
shells
will live in their
into the celebrated "Moreno Valley" Ford rambled rirrht along close be hill coming down required 13 mhv.itei
and the second place was unanimousThey are needed for house out on the farm. Kev.
ly given to Klmer Vecder who with- where the lake niado by the big dam is hind and asked no odds of any of the of careful driving. The bridge loomdrew from the race in the interest nf one of the attractions around the lake grades or sand or rocks, no matter ed up most imposingly cn the black making Carbon
for Gas-Mask- s. Pratt, came here for his health
and across the valley which is big how bad they got. Finally the road- darkness and the little "Olds"
a stronger ticket.
snorted
Bring them to the and has a very interesting family
For State "Superintendent of Schools enough to command respect, we went, bed of the D. & R. G. ii. R. came into up the hill on this side in ten minutes Red
Cross
The children will attend school
room.
admiring
of
rows
the
along
farms
the
view. It did not seem the profanation while the driver heaped objurgations
the race v.Ti between Filadelfo Baca,
here this winter.
that the Rocky Mountain is in Ute on the heads of the tenderfeet who
former Ass't under White, and J. S. foot of the mountains still above.
atA new log house at the road-sid- e
Long who had only a clever introducPark, for those old
hills had tried to tell him this was a bad
Monday at the Red Cross.
tracted
our attention and reminded us have nothing but brutal size and might road.
tion to most of the delegates. It was
Mrs.
R. C. Grunig and wife plan to
Crowe Mrs. Milton Floer- Kanold
our
of
that
friend
Emerson,
and age to excuse their existance and
a close race and ended in the choice ot
At one o'clock A. M., we rolled into
jsas Valley, lived up here, and, sure even the river suggests tyranny and Koy ana
sheim.
leave
"Long.
Mrs.
soon for some eastern
Brown.
on
Mrs. Wil.
.louncl tne dance going
enough, as we passed the familiar
power and autocracy. There full swing and the Masonic Lodge still cox, Mrs.
The convrntion ended after midnight
munitions
s,
Jnstice, Mrs.
manufacturing center
and spectacles of Mrs. Emer is where the political machines ef New busy instructing candidates in their
Friday nirrht with the work no betMiss Griner, Mrs. Berg-qvis- t, where Boh will work this winter
son, appeared in the yard and she Mexico get their brutality and other mysteries and all the other activities
ter done than it could have been In waved us a greeting as we paáSed by.
They will drive through in
of our good little home town resting
improper instincts.
Mrs. Dugger, Mrs. Eaines
half the time hut those present had a
A few miles
and the valley
After miles of this heroic scenery up for another cay
little training which will fit them for met the hills further
Mrs.
Wilcox, Mrs. Ogden.
their car and combine pleasure
and we climbed up the we finally drift out into tho sand ar.
We know now that it is useless to
congressmen should fhey ever be
side thru a forest of pines royos and finally in sight of the beau try to explain
mountain
with
business.
They will be
trip
so any one
such a
tented by their fellow citizens to that and poplars,
Wednesday
and over real hills then tiful little hills and finally slipping will understand it but, if you want to
missed here in Roy where they
conversational body.
down the valleys on the other side down off an ugly red bluff into Santa realize as never before,
Mrs. Justice, Mrs. Brown,
the grandeur
have long been important and
It is pleasant to think that the
until, as sunset approached, we rolled Fe after seven hours of sight seeing of New Mexico scenery, get Joe Beck
Mrs.
Wensell, Mrs. Lusk,
who ran this cpnvention on into the beautiful and ancient town
necsssary
members of officail
and thrills which will rival any trip of to drive you around this route and then ' Mrs.
the "unlimited conversation" plan had of Taos, which after all the advertising
Kitchell, Mrs. Gilstrap,
equal length in the civilized world.
try
to
tell
your
of
business
own
and
realize
it
and
society circles.
this last chance to enjoy their anti- the artist colony and others have given
Mrs. Todd.
Mrs. Ogden,
In
quated system which will have te give it, is still a surprise which requires ed toSanta Fe the hotels were crowd- limitations.
capacity but we found a safe
We had little time in Santa Fe to
Miss Lillian Griner,
way to modern efficiency and practical seeing to believe another evidence of
and very cozy retreat at the home of see the sights but enough to learn
Miss Annabell Leatherman,
Miss Etta Hornbaker,
younger
generation
methods of the
the inefficiency of words to convey Mayor Davis, during our stay there. more of that ancient city than our
"When the Boys come home" and take impressions.
Deputy
Postmaster at Roy and a
No, not what you are thinking of but previous visits had taught us.
charge of nolitical as well as other
A night's rest at the old Adobe Ho- at his house where he lives and where
The Boys in the Red Cross girl of 17 years, accompanied a,
Aside from the convention which
affairs in the reconstruction that If tel with a good supper, and up at 5:30 he showed
us every courtesy as guests, has nothing to do with this story we
:oon to ctrnie.
"Hoover-time- "
to hit the trail before as did all the residents of Santa Fe saw p.U the things of interest which Hospitals in France Need 650,000 company of recruits for the
Bed Sheets Also Bath Towels, munition factories, to Raton last
daylight
with a lunch purchased at a to those who could not be accommodat
The resolutions adopted
contain
time permitted.
some very Just claims to the super- store which outrivals in size and stock ed at the hotels.
We discovered that our travelling Hand Towels and Handkerchiefs week when it was impossible for
iority of Democracy as well as some! as well as architecture any in this
Dan Launibach, who accompanied companion was as well known in the
Sheets to be' 64X102 inches, ,P, M. Johnson to go or get a
part
of
away
the
dreary
state,
across
a
20,000 superfluous words, hut they
us on the back scat visited his sister, capital as we are here. Greetings of
land. Then, af- Mrs. J.S. Candelario, in Santa Fe, and "Hello Joe" came all
h
with
hem at top and one man to go 'for him. Miss Leath
gave their sole author much pleasure stretch of
the time from
in writing them and the convention a ter daylight "Ranchos de Taos" a largs camo home with Cipriano Lujan and everybody and the ring in them all inch hem at bottom, finished.
erman managed them nicely and
adobe village with fruit trees almost his company. Mr. and Mrs. Candelario proved
bad hour in hearing them.
the popularity of the late ac- Bath Towels,
38X19 inches, delivered them to the squad mo
hiding the buildings, then along the were especialy nice to us
and their quisition to the citizenry of Roy, in his
The scrapping among members was top of a bluff 50 feet high overlooking
Hand Towels,
30X18 inches, bilized there without losing any
merely practice getting ready for the the prettiest tract of level bottom land home as well as .the old Curio shop native haunts.
At Taos it was the same way, every Handkerchiefs,
18X18 inches. of them.
big scrap when the campaign gets un irrigated and brilliant with alfalfa were open to us in a special manner
Another evidence that
der mray and the opposition will then fields and orchards and homes, the from the hospitality extended to tour body knew him and was delighted to
Bring
to
your
women
equal to any emerare
Red
Cross
feel the weight of the training in the farms divided in the old Spanish man ists Coming home the prosaic route see him which, convinces us that he
gency
and
of
Ocean
the
to Ocean Highway fur is more of an acquisition to Roy busi
entitled to equality in
body blows prepared for them.
ner into "Veras" or strips a multiple nished many interesting experiences ness and social circles than most of
This
the
government
Week
Ending
October 6th'
they fight for as
of 10 feet, units, for some miles down but we are convinced
that, when the us as yet appreciate.
readily as the men.
the Rio Chiqua then across some des road by way of Taos, is made fit
for
Free and UNLIMITED, speech, is like ert land, hills and then more hills, ordinary drivers and ordinary cars it
Fred Brown andT. E. Mitchell
Mrs. F. A. Roy went to Albu
they are finally a canyon of some size, where it will be one of the most famous
all other good things-whewent to Santa Fe, Monday to atroads
"misused or indulged in to excess. We the road hung on by a sage brush root in the state.
C. E. Anderson,Jr. and Earnst
querque
Monday to represent
tend the Republican State Con
had this lesson forcibly impressed up- to the side of the cliff and the tourist
We left Santa Fe at 11 A. M.. arriv
Roy
Leatherman,
arrived in France
Chapter
a
Meeting
State
at
on us at Santa Fe last week. It seems holds on by his breath while the car ed at. Wagon Mound for supper,
ate vention, as delegates from this held there this week. She
O.
K.
went
the less logical thinking men are capa- glides slowly down a grade of some- some of Mrs. Fry's famous rolls and place.
'
ble of the more language it takes to thing less than 60 per cent, across a fried chicken then
on the train and Mrs. C. A,
home.
started
express their views. This will be ditch and back up the other side, the Mr. Beck took our word for
W. A. Chambers, fatheer of
the
that
it
F. A. Roy's have a new Buick Smith,, of Mills went along to
changed by the coming generation. old "8" roaring out defiance to the road across Red River
was a Boulevard
Mrs.
T. O. Scott, is here from
represent
Branch.
They
Dr. Osier was right to some extent
no
that
grades
matter what the pitch, then compared to what we had seen on car. Frank is learning to drive
there are some old bores who ought we wound our way into the canyon of the trip and, although none of the
Mo, visiting at the Scott
Fortunt
will
spend
week
the
in learning
to be chloroformed in tl)8 interest of the Rio Grande, and
if you don't party had been over the road in four it this week while Mrs. Roy is how
home
past two weeks. He
the
work-oto
conduct
better
the
f
progress,
think it is some canyon for height and years, wc tried it and, outside of get absent and will surprise her on
seems
to
like
the place.
Red
the
Cross.
her return.

Buy Bonds to Your Utmost
-
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If you are not solicited to buy bonds by a Canvasser,
Dont neglect your duty, The Bank or Roy Trading
Co. or others will be glad to receive your order.
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FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

Subscriptions to the new French
loan will open on Oct. 20 and close
on Nov. 24.
The allies are advancing all along
the

SPANISH-AMERICA-

On the opposite side of the poster is
this catchllne: "Lngland'a sea power
and England's merchant marine have
not decided the war!" Below this
line appears a huge figure lDtended to
represent the English shipping facilities at the outbreak of the war, which
bears these words: "England went
Into the war with twenty million gross
registered tons of freight space."
Alongside this figure of a ship is a
drawing designed to show Uncle Sam
carrying the United States tonnage un
der his left arm. The caption above
Uncle Sam reads: "Can America replace England on seaj" On the ship
which Uncle Sam carries is printed
this inscription: "Three million gross
registry tons," and below that Is an
other Inscription which says: "At the
beginning of the war America had only a tonnage of three million gross registered tons." Commenting on these
statements, the poster further declares
America cannot lncrense her gross
registered tons for 1013 by more than
two to two and a half million tons.
sink twice as quickly as
Our
England and America can build!"
The answer of the publicity bureau
to the two sections of the poster referring to the transportation of men and
the building of ships follows: "At the
moment the bulletin boards of Germany scoffed the possibility of Amer
ica seuding a force to France, there
were already more than a million fighting men overseas, and transports,
walled about by the American navy defying the cowardly submarines, were
bearing every month hundreds of
thousands more. The gauge Is set and
the summer of 1919 will see 4,000,000
fighting American men in France. Nor
will there be a lack of ships to transport and sustain them. The Liberty
Bond buyer Is fast giving to America
a merchant marine that will be the
peer of any in the world. America
launched In July alone 635,011 tons.
Losses to allied and neutral shipping
combined, from every cause, for the
last six months, amounted to 2,089,393

A PROCLAMATION
By

the President of the United
States of America.

front between

130-mll- e

Every day the great principles for
which we are fighting take fresh hold
upon our thought and purpose and
make It clearer what tlie end must be
and what we must do to achieve it.
We now know more certainly than
we ever kuew "before why free men
brought the great nation and govern
ment we love Into existence, because
It grows clearer and clearer what su
preme servlcé it Is to be America's
privilege to render to the world. The
anniversary of the discovery of America must therefore huve for us In this
bors.
fateful year a peculiar and thrilling
The fourth Turkish army on the significance. We should muke it a day
Palestine front Is virtually surrounded of ardent rededlcatlon to the ldeuls
in the region east of the Jordan and upon which our government is founded
faces annihilation by General Allen-by'-s and by which our present heroic tasks
forces.
are Inspired.
Meatless weeks will continue in
Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
Germany through November, Decem President of the United States of
ber and January. The zeitung Am America, do appoint Saturday, the 12th
Mittag of Berlin says this has been day of October, 1918, as Liberty day.
confirmed officially.
On that duy I request the citizens of
The national Swiss subscription for every community of the United States,
the purpose of presenting to. President city, town and countryside, to cele
Wilson a gold medal as a thanks of- brate the discovery of our country in
fering for the protection of Switzer- order to stimulate a generous response
land when in economic straits is re- to the Fourth Liberty Loan. Comment
orative addresses, pageants, harvest
ceiving the heartiest support.
in home festivals, or other demonstra
The French commander-in-chie- f
Macedonia officially reports that the tlons should be arranged for in every
Bulgarians have asked for a meeting neighborhood under the general dlrec
to arrange the conditions of an ar tlon of the secretary of the treasury
mistice and eventually peace. The and the immediate direction of the
French commander replied, refusing to Liberty Loan committee, In
suspend the operations, but saying he tlon with the United States bureau of
would receive duly qualified delegates education and the public school au
thorltleg. Let the people's response to
of the Bulgarian government.
the Fourth Liberty Loan express the
The first Americans killed in action
measure of their devotion to the ideals
in northern Russia were burled in
which have guided the country from
newly consecrated cemetery in the
glade of a nearby wood. A Russian its discovery until now, and of their
determined purpose to defend them
Greek priest in gilded robe and a
peasant choir formed the service, and guarantee their triumph.
For the purpose of participating in
while soldiers with their shrapnel
Liberty day celebrations all employees
helmets on witnessed the ceremony in
of the federal government throughout
the moonlight.
the country whose services can be
Emperor William, Field Marshal spared may be excused on Saturday,
and
Duke Albrecht of Wuerttemburg
the, 12th day of October, for the entire

Monastlr and Lake Dolran.
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WiMwa Nwaswpr Ualoa

Tf

The British government Friday re
ceived from an official authorised
source an application from Bulgaria
for an armistice.
Having captured Prllep and ad
vanced far beyond Into the valley of
the Vardar, the allied forces are
spreading out like the ribs of a fan.
The Chilean government Thursday
night ordered naval authorities to occupy with armed forces all the in
terned German ships In Chilean har-

rTlefc

ABOUT THE WAR
miles southeast
Vele, twenty-fivof Uskub, In Macedonia, has been captured by the Serbians.
In an attack against the American
outposts south of Archangel the
sustained considerable losses.
The Important Bulgarian center of
Istlb has been captured by allied
trooDs. according to dispatches re
ceived from the Salonlkl front.
The allied troops In Macedonia have
captured more than 10.0C0 prisoners
says a statement from the French
war office. More than 200 guns also
have been taken.
British troops that Invaded Bulgaria
have captured the Important town of
Strumnitza. All of the Belltshltza
mountain range Is now in the hands
of the allies. Cskub is expected to
fall.
Sweeping over positions which have
been held by the Germans for years
and capturing thousands ef prisoners
many pieces of artillery and large
quantities of war material, the French
and American armies on the Champagne and along the Argonne forest
won a great initial success Thursday
The village of Selency, immediately
west of St Quentln, has been taken by
the British, according to Field Mar
shal Halg's communication. Renewed
counter attacks around Fayet, north'
west of St. Quentln and east of Epehy
were repulsed by the British, the Ger
mans suffering heavy casualties.
All the second German positions on
the Hindenburg line in the Montfau
con sector have been captured by the
Americans, who passed beyond them
The Germans have withdrawn most
of their artillery from the Montfaucon
district. The number of Germans
taken prisoner by the French and
Americans exceeds 18,000, according
to a Paris dispatch.
American troops have captured 5,00
counted prisoners and taken the foV
lowing towns north of Verdun. Var- ennes, Monthlainvllle, Vauquois, Chep- py, Melancourt, Berthlncourt, Mont
faucon, Cuissy, Nantillols, Septsarges
and Friday's reports show that they
are still going ahead. For every mile
gained here the Huns on the western
front will be forced to drop back five
e

WESTERN
Many cities pledge quotas for
Fourth Liberty bonds on opening day
of drive.

Eugene A. Clancy, sentenced
seven years' Imprisonment for the In
dlanapolis dynamiting conspiracy, was
released from the state prison at San
Quentln, Cal., after serving his term
Confirmation
of the reported de
struction of two troop trains and
large steel bridge on the Parral and
Duraneo railroad by Villa forces on
Sept. 16, was received at El Paso,
Tex., from Parral.

ra

Prince Stephan of Schaumberg-Llppwere in Mannheim when British air
men raided the city. The royal party,
according to the Democrate of Geneva,
was staying in the royal palace and
the emperor and his staff promptly
took refuge in the cellar, remaining
there twenty minutes. The palace was
not hit, as It had been during the previous raid, but bombs fell In the
e

vicinity.

SPORT
Gabrlelle d'Annunzlo, the Italian au
arrived in Paris in an
airplane, flying from Italy across the
Alps.
Rogers Hornsby, former Cardinal
shortstop and at present employed in
an eastern shipyards, took out a 11
cense to wed Miss Sarah Evelyn Mar
tin of Fort Worth, Tex. The license
was issued in Philadelphia. Hornsby'a
home is in Fort Worth.
thor-aviato-

Purchase, the

horse, was

down to S. C. Hlldreth for
$12,000 at Aqueduct, L. I., at the sale
of the Brighton stable horses in training, seventeen of which were disposed
of at prices which to horsemen appeared ridiculously low. Only $44,800
was realised for the lot.
knocked

GENERAL

Cardinal John M. Farley, archbishop
of New York, was buried beneath the
altar of St. Patrick's Cathedral in
New York.
The funeral of Archbishop John Ireland will be held at St. Paul, Minn.,
on Oct. 2 at the cathedral. Burial will
be in Calvary cemetery, In accordance
with the prelate's wish.
WASHINGTON
The families of more than 100,000
Military men at Washington say th
capture of the Bulgarian city of soldiers and sailors received help of
Strumnitza bv allied forces on the some kind from the home service secMacedonian front breaks the strong tion of the American Red Cross dur
est link in the Bulgarian defense and ing the month of June. There are
leaves no serious obstacle to the allied 3,600 sections of this branch of the

into the country.
t march
Arixona registered 52,870

service

In

the United States.

Lower California was swept by a
gale that sent U. S. ships down.
September 12,
The
ports.
In answer to pleas that he desert
49,592.
his bride of humble birth, Crown
Provost Marshal General Crowder Prince Charlea of Rumania has resent instructions to all local draft plied that thrones are so unstable
boards to order registrants up for nowadays that he preferred the cerimmediately tainty of having the wife he wanted
physical examination
after they have been placed in class to the chance of losing the succession.
one.
The escapade of the crown prince iu
The government has pledged itself going to Odessa and marrying Cecilie
to spend $280,000,000 during the next Lambring, the daughter of a major in
twelve months in feeding the 1,000,-00- 0 the Rumanian army, reopens the quesBelgians and French people now tion of the Rumanian dynastic succeswithin the territory occupied by the sion.
Germans.
The price of peace will be impartial
Senator Weeks of Massachusetts In- justice to all nations, the instrumentality indispensable to secure it is a
troduced a resolution asking that
be appropriated to fight the league of nations formed not before
spread of Spanish influenza, now prev- or after, but at the peace conference;
alent in many sections of the coun- and Germany as a member "will have
to redeem her character not by what
try.
happens at the peace table, but by
to
Fourth
oversubscriptions
the
All
Liberty Loan will be allotted by the what follows." This was President
Treasury Department. This announce- Wilson's answer, given Friday night
ment was made on the eve of the before an audience of Fourth Liberty
reopening of the three weeks' campaign Ixan workers in New York to thepowin which the American people will cent peace talk from the central
spebe asked to subscribe not less than ers, although he did not referenemy
utterances
of
cifically
the
to
$6,000,000,000
the greatest war loan

men on
according to official restate's estimate was

in the history of nations.
Monday, Sept. 30, was set by Provost Marshal General Crowder for the
national draft lottery to determine the
order, In the classes to which they
will be assigned, of the 13,000,000 men
from 18 to 45 who registered for selective service Sept. 12.
The agricultural advisory committee has recommended that the food
administration should at once announce its intention to maintain the
minimum price on hogs Jit not less
than $15.60 per hundredweight continuously during the war. These figures
art based upon the price of corn.

leaders.

Charles Edward Russell, who has
Just returned from Europe, when
asked about the report that large
numbers of American soldiers were
marrying French girls, replied that
from what he had heard at American
headquarters the report was correct
Lucas county, Iowa, claims to be the
first county in the United States to
go "over the top" in the Fourth Liberty Loan. Word was received Sept.
27 that its quota ot $741,000 was exceeded at 9:60 p. in. Thursday, when
$750,000 had been subscribed without
solicitation.

tons.

"The distance from New York to
England, the Boche points out," comments the bureau of publicity publication, "is two hundred times greater
than that from England to France,
day.
from which he spells 'Opportunity for
In witness whereof, I have hereunto the German
Pitiful Is this
set my hand and caused the seal of boast in face of the facts. Instead of
the United States to be affixed.
being an unconquerable
the
Done in the District of Columbia engine bf war, as the Hun confidently
this 10th day of September In the year expected, it has become the slinking
of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hun foe of fishing smacks and other Isodred and Eighteen, and of the Indelated craft. The vast army of Liberty
pendence of the United States of Bond buyers, thirty millions strong,
America the One Hundred and Forty- - lias built an unbroken bridge over the
third.
Atlantic ocean Into the heart of the
WOODROW WILSON
Across this
enemy's strongholds.
By the President :
bridge there are streaming our milROBERT LANSING.
lions of fighting men, as good as the
Secretary of State.
world has ever known, munitions and
equipment that have been wrought by
GERMANS' VAIN EFFORT TO
those back home, whose determination
BELITTLE AMERICAN POWER I is thut the American fighting man shall
lack nothing that he needs."
Poster Widely Circulated In Kaiser's
slap at the French,
As a
Empire, and Reproduced In This
have repropropagandists
German
the
Country, Shows Morale of Huns Is
poster which pleads
a
French
duced
Bting Shattered.
with French people to eat less in or
der
that the United States may send
A poster recently Issued by the Im
more man power. The Frenen
over
perial German government In an effort
every perto belittle the participation of America poster pointed out that if
son in France would save a hundred
In the war and thus strengthen the
grams of food a day that the American
morale of her people form the text of
reinforcements could be Increased a
one of the most striking pieces of litera
catch-lin- e
ture that the bureau of publicity of division a month. The French
on this poster was "Does France
the war loan organisation has prepared
or men 7" and the German
for use in the, forthcoming Fourth. Lib want wheat
poster remarks "Also the allies are
erty loan.
now beginning to have their doubts!"
The title of the poster Is "Can
In a further effort to convince the
America's Entry Make a decision of the
people that It will be imposGerman
War?" Integral sections of It attempt
sible
for
the United States to transto convince the render that America's
port troops to France, the German
army cannot take the place of Rus
section of the poster says that ten
sia s withdrawn forces; that the Unit
required for
ed States cannot build enough ships tons of freight space are
to have any effect on the result of the every soldier in crossing the water.
The truth is that a soldier requires
war, and that the
will destroy
one-hathis amount of
virtually all the shins that America less than
can build when those ships at space.
Summing up all the falsehoods which
tempt to cross the ocean. A French
poster also Is reproduced In the Ger the German poster contains, the booky
"The War Lord of
man poster and the meaning so twisted let says:
may
hope
have
that
the
futile
to
appear
make
that France is
it
a?
his people will devour In the place of
very badly In need of food.
food, such statements as the foregoTwo millions of the booklets hav
Falsehoods, however, are poor
been printed and will be distributed ing.
in various parts of the country, par substitutes and are likely to aggraticularly in theaters where Liberty vate rather than appease when the deLoan speakers take the book as their luded people of Germany learn that
every requirement of the American
text.
The enormous figure of a Russian soldier will be met by his patriotic and
soldier is the first object on the poster tinqnnllfied support back home. If a
to strike the eye. He stands with single soldier required ten tons ot
freight space, it would be given him
hands in his overcoat pockets, indica
tive of the fact that he is through But the truth is he requires less than
f
of that.
fighting. Beside him stands Uncle Sam
"As for Germany's statement that
holding a small figure, designed to
represent, the United States army, In even if the United States built from
his right hand. In his left hand Uncle two and a half million gross regisSam carries a banner which bears the tered tons In 1918, it would not mean
Inscription,
"America
threatens to deliverance for the allies, no further
send transport of one-hamillion men, comment Is needed than that by July
mark
But it cannot ship them!" Below of this year the 2,000,000-to- n
has been passed. If further refuUncle Sam are these words: "It
Impossible for America to train and tation of the Hun boost of his
prowess were needed, it might
fit out in time for the European war a
suitable and sufficiently large army ?ie stated that less than 500 American
soiciers have lost their lives in the
and provide It with the necessary
atThe catchllne of this present war as a result of
section of the poster Is "Russia's army tacks
Closing the booklet Is this striking
of millions could not down Germany,"
and on the skirt of the Russian sol- quotation from Secretary McAdoo:
dier's overcoat are printed these "The Fourth Liberty loan is the bar
words: "Russia used up altogether rng" which will precede the victorious
thrust of our army."
fifteen million men in vain!"
back-hande- d
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COUNTRY CALL8 ON EACH
CITIZEN TO DO HIS PART.
Up to Every One to Determine Just
How Much to Set Aside for Fourth
Liberty Loan.
We have learned :
J. That buying Liberty Bonds is a
good investment
2. That the money the government
gets from . them is absolutely neces-

sary.
3.

pent

That the money Is being well

-r

r-

aaj.
that the fourth loan

.rrj--i- r

j.

Now
Is upon us
we must fasten our minds upon a fur-

-

ther fact :
The loan will not be a complete success unless every individual bases his
subscription on a budget.
That Is to say, he must know Just
how much he Is getting and Just how
much he is spending, and he must
subscribe with this knowledge In mind.
The day for guesswork has. gone.
The country is stripping for action.
We must know what we can do. Then
we shall be surprised at the outcome.

YANKEES PIERCE

Pithy News Items

STRONGEST LINE

Gathered From All Over

RAIL

New Mexico

FRENCH

TAKE BELLEVUE,

KEY TO GRAND PRIE, AND
LUNGE WEST TO AURE.

W.mrn

Nw...pr tnlon Nwi Brlc.

oil I NO KVKNTS.
tn.rtlnij N.wMeKlc
Public liealio auwi....
f

Oct.

qutrqu.
Twl Fneland

committed suicide at
Capitán by shooting himself with
ihotgun.
New Mexico will send 335 men to.
SMASH-ALL- IES
BELGIAN
FALLS BEFORE
Cody under the call for 182,000.
Camp
TAKE 40,000 CAPTIVES
to entrün Oct.
IN THREE DAYS.
A meeting of the stock growera ot
McKlnley county has been called in
fiafiup for Oct. 14.
Weitern Newspaper Union Nwi Bervlc.
tnhn R Turner. Albuquerque, died
Tarts. Sept." 30. The American
on the
army operating on the Champagne of wotmds received in action
rance.
firing
in
line
t
captured
front has
and Romagne, weBt of that
Mrs. Frederic Winn of Sliver City,
town on the outskirts of the forest of well known soprano, has volunteered
Romagne, and the attack is progress- to go overseas to aid In the war worlc

DIXMUDE

IS CAPTORED

--

Brieulles-Sur-MeuB-

i,
e

ing favorably.

of

the

Y. M. C. A.

Plans are under way at Clovis to
London, Sept. 30. Dixmude has broaden the annual exhibit of tho
been captured by the Belgian troops, products of the Boys' and Girls' clubs,
it was officially announced Sunday scheduled for October, into a county
night. The Belgians have also taken fair.
Zerrem, Stadenberg, Passchendaele,
newly-electeW. A. Field of El Paso, the
Moorsledge and part of Westroose-beke- .
of the New
secretary-treasure- r
This means an advance ot sev- Mexico Bean Growers' Association, areral miles. After breaking up a vio- rived In Albuquerque to take up
lent enemy counter attack the Belduties.
gians captured Terreest height and at
Llndsey issued another
Governor
the close of the day had advanced to
reprieve to A. B. Smith,
within less than two miles ot Roulers. thirty-dato hang for
The prisoners taken since Saturday alias Dashley, sentenced
Stephens
Dwlght
Sheriff
killing
of
exceed 5,600. More than 100 guns the
and numerous 'machine guns and of Luna county.
Max Soils, mall carrier on a star
bomb throwers and much war material have been captured. Between route between Cuchillo and Chloride,,
Dixmude and Ypres the Germans have was arrested by Postoffice Inspector
been pressed back from four to five E. C. Palmer, charged with rifling the
malls on his route.
miles.
Pablo Ybarra, of Hurley, who
Paris, Sept. 30. French, British and
of murder in the first deAmerican and Belgian troops in the gree at the spring term of the Distriot
last three days have captured 40,000 Court at Silver last year, was senprisoners and 300 guns, it is estimated tenced to be hanged on Oct. 11.
here. Since July 18 the allies have
Thomas Hoover of Amarillo wa
captured 200,000 prisoners, 3,000 guns, killed and Anastacio Romero and
20,000 machine guns and enormous
Misses Bessie Wallace and Dolll
quantities ot material This does not Smith of Clovis injured severely in
take into account the operations in bead-ocollision between two autos..
Macedonia and Palestine.
El Paso is starting a campaign
$6,000 to assist in the construc
American troops boys from New
of
tion
the road between that city an
York, Tennessee and North and South
Alamogordo, most of which lies in the
the
of
in
thick
were
the
Carolina
New Mexico..
fray Sunday which badly smashed' the territory of the state of
The State Highway Department has
Germ,an positions over a frontof more
than fifty miles, from the region of received a check for $1,600 from the
commissioners of Sierra county which
Arras to La Fere. On a three-milfront the Americar ; stormed the Hin- Is to be applied on the construction
denburg line and captured the towns of a bridge between Lake Valley and
of Bellicourt and Nauroy, crossing the Hllisboro.
Cambrai canal in the operations.
The Las Cruces ditch Is to be turned:
to the south the British over to the federal government for
, Meanwhile
stormed the main Hindenburg de the period of the war, the order for
fenses' on the Scheldt canal, crossed the transfer having been made at t
the waterway and gained the hills be- meeting of the ditch commissioners- yond, taking many prisoners.
held at Las Cruces.
To the north the British have their
Three feet of heavy sulphide ore
hands on Cambrai, the important Ger was cut. at Mogollón in the Johnson
man base over which recently there
mine. This is 120 feet below and a
has been so much fighting. The Cancontinuation of the new iron vein readians are in the northwestern out- cently found on
the surface. No. 1
skirts of the city, while a naval diviis nearly down to connection
shaft
envithe
sion has reached
southern
level with Little Fannie mine.
d

his-ne-

e

e

rons.

South of St. Quentln, to La Fere,
the French have pressed forward
their line and taken some 500 prisoners. Along the Chemin des Dames
the French have advanced their line
for a distance ot two miles, capturing
the highest point on the famous ridge.
To the south, from the region of
Arras to St Quentin, the British, with
the Americana fighting on their right,
everywhere have penetrated the German defenses over the
thirty-five-mil-

e

front
Belgians, led by King Albert, and
aided by British sea forces, crash thru
Hun defenses north of Ypres to the
coast, capture Passchendaele ridge
and many Important towns.
In unison with the attacks to the
north the French along the battle
front north and northeast of Solssons
have delivered, fresh attacks, under
which the Germans are in retreat
north of the Aisne toward the Allette,
indicating that the enemy line soon
must be readjusted east as far as
Rhelms, if not further.
Large numbers of reinforcements
have been thrown Into the battle in
Champagne to halt the advance of the
French toward the important Junction
of Vouxiers, but nevertheless General
Gouraud's men have pressed forward
northward from the region east of
Rhelms to the not hern fringes of the
Argonne forest, taking many positions
of the highest strategic value.
Gouraud's French forces captured
Fort Malmaison, key to Laon, and important position of Chavlgnon. Fall
of Laon probably would mean retreat
of Huns to German forder.
Prisoners to the number of 50,000
and 325 machine guns had been
counted by the British in Palestine
Friday night, according to an official
communication issued In London.
The Tankees downed sixty airplanes
and demolished two troop trains.

The following from New Mexico ara
Included in the casualty list of Sept.
19: Lieut. Willard T. Lusk, Roswelt
killed in action; Wesley El wood Grif-fetDedman, died of wounds; Lee
Rhoads, Tucumcari, died of disease,,
and Benjamin W. Kemp, Salt Lake, N..
M., missing in action.
h,

A remarkable condition is shown in
the final tabulation of the return
made over the Btate on live stock to
the State Tax Commission this year.
It is concerned chiefly with the returns on cattle. In spite of the general belief that there were large losses,
the returns show an Increase of more-thaa million and a half dollars In
valuations of cattle reported.
Red Cross workers will hold a conference at Albuquerque.
A. L. Morrison, Beven years with the
traveling auditors' office, nine years
with the federal revenue service and
for a year past statistician of the
State Tax Commission, has been
by the commission as Its assistant secretary to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of Alfred
M. Bergere.

A verdict of not guilty in the case
of the state of New Mexico against
Mrs. Maud R. Case, charged with kitting her husband, Ray Harlan Case
with a shotgun at their apartment.
Feb. 21, was returned at Santa Fe..
The Jury brought in the verdict following a deliberation of an hour and
a half.
The 1918 crop of wheat in the Gila
valley which Is now gathered will to,
tal 30.000 hlmhnla
tímate made by County Agricultural
Agent W. T. Ellison.
The average
yield will be approximately twenty
bushels to the acre although some of
the best fields will run as high as.
fortv- blMhala in fha
M . rrv
l uc IfUBI-.i ity of the grain produced Is excellent.
The state of New Mexico is richer
Vaccine to Prevent Spanish Scourge.
by $89,608.62 due to the receipt by
Washington. Vaccination with a re- Governor W. E. Lindsey from the fedcently discovered serum, which, from eral government of a warrant for that
tests Just completed at several army amount which is the percentage due
camps, has been found to be an almost the state from the revenues of the napositive preventative of contraction of tional forests as of date June 20.
pneumonia, will be used to combat the
That Albuquerque is to become an
epidemic of Spanish influenza which important Red Cross training center
in the week ending Sept. 28 had made was made clear by the announcement
its appearance in every state and in by Miss Sarah Gober, of the Denver
all but a few army camps, causing Red Cross, that a home service Instimany deaths, Use ot the vaccine will tute will be started after Christmas.
be widely extended, Congress bavins Other institutes are to follow, Miss
appropriated $1,000,000.
Gober intimated.
V.
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THE

PROPAGANDA OF
ENEMY REFUTED

PASTOR GETS CAPTAIN
TO DO ALL HIS CUSSING
Seattle, Wash. "What do you
say when a piece of steel falls
on your thumb?" Rev. Frank S.
llelstel, pastor of the HotfTrin- Ity church of this city, who Is a
shipyard
worker six days
'
week, was asked.
Taylor,"
O.
N.
"I call Cupt.
snld the minister. "He says the
things supposed to be said for
me."
Taylor admitted he ha en- tered into such un arrangement
with the minister.
"I'll do the cussing for him If
he wants me to," said Taylor.

can literature at the University of
Pamphlets Tell French People of Toledo, and a member of the educa
tional department of the Y. M. C. A.
America's Ideals and
Professor Holliday gives facts and
figures to show how much the United
Promises.
States has done to help the allies both
since she herself entered the war and
before that time.: The pamphlet also
HAVING BENEFICIAL EFFECT outlines the program that the Amerlean government hns pledged Itself to
carry out In the way of Tarnishing
Literature Goes Directly to Hornet men and food, to carry. on the war to
victory. This folder Is for the middle
and' a. Tremendous Influence for
grades In the schools.
Good It Thus Being Exerted
P. A. F. Appelboom of the faculty
Distributed In Schooli.
of the University of Kansas, another
member of the Red Triangle educaBy E. A. BATCHELOR.
tional department. Is the author of
Farls. America's Ideals, America's the third pamphlet, written In simple
past attainments and America's defin- 'angiinge for the pupils of the primary
ite promises for the successful prose- grades. Mr. Appelboom presents macution of the war are being present- terial similar to that used by his coned to the French people In a trench- freres.
ant, convincing' manner through the
All three of the little folders have
medium of pamphlets prepared by the the merit of being plain, readily uneducational bureau of the American derstood statements of facts. No efY. M. C. A.
fort Is made to launch Into lofty litThrough the
of the de erary flights. The writers have tried
partment of nubile Instruction of to give definite information and trust
France, It has been possible to dls- to the readers to form the proper
tribute 120,000 of these pamphlets In conclusions therefrom.
the schools. A larite percentage of
the literature so distributed has been
taken directly Into the homes and a
tremendous influence for good is thus

.
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OFF CORNS!

Doesn't hurt at
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Magic! Just drop
that touchy corn,
aching, then you lift
the fingers. Truly I
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and costs

a little Freezone
Instantly It stops
the corn off with
No humbug I
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Beyond question this literature will
have a beneficial effect In Offsetting
enemy propaganda, which In France
had been taking the form of suggesting to the French people that America was merely a vocal and not a
practical ally. No one could rend the
infnrmntlnn nut forth by the three
pamphlets without knowing that the
United States has accomplished won
ers In getting a huge army to France
inside a year after her declaration of
war and continuing meanwhile her
service of food, ammunition and credits to the allies.

all

a few cents

only

Try Freezone Your druggist sells a
tiny bottle lor a few cents, sufficient to
rid your feet of every hard corn, soft
corn, or corn between tne toes, ana
calluses, without one particle of pain,
soreness or Irritation. Freezone Is the
iscovery of a noted Cincinnati genius.
1

Marines Want Luck.
Instead of "tossing their hats In the
ring" the United States marines now
:v em lc Jie water.
Tossing their hats In the ocean for
nek was adopted as one of the ma
ne customs when a gust of wind
hatched the chapeau of a recruit
tile he was crossing the hoy off
Furls Island, S. C. the marines' training camp. The "lid" sailed gracefully
to such purpose that the Infantry adspace and was soon bobbing
vanced upon an already quite disor eat Into
on
cerrlly
the dancing waves.
ganized enemy.
Taking the accident as a cue, "just
It Is routine work for the
airplane to Interrupt German working for luck," the remainder of the recruits
mediately sailed their hats out Into
parties far behind the lines with ma
ovep nnd the bay was soon dotted
the
chine gun fire, and when one remem
bers that the same parties are likely to Villi hundreds of straw hats.
be bombed In their billets from the nlr
Improved Tastes.
by night, their heart for work may be
"Then we're engaged?"
Imagined, for both dny and night the
"Of course."
bombing of railways, airdromes, camps
And am I the first girl'yon have
and dumps goes, on.
And this Is almost by the way. The erpr loved?"
Xo, dear, but I'm harder to suit
soldier comes before supply, and It Is
the soldier who Is the objective of the now than 1 used to oe. uouisviue
airplane, the soldier who Courier-Journasuffers In person and morale, by the
Don't worry; It won't last nothing
ceaseless bombing of billets. It Is the
aggressive air war of the entente which does.
steadily and accumulatively depreciIt Is better to be a believer than
ates the morale of the German soldier,
"And an ammunition dump was king.
blown up." What thrilling stories may
lie behind mnny of these brief stereo
llll
typed phrases In the official communl
cation! "An ammunition dump was
blown up," and much else besides.
, Net f,nntenttl5TluidDraolm
Sprays Them With Bullets.
Here Is Just one little incldeut told

RAIDING PLANES
TERRIFY ENEMY

being exerted.

The Y. M. C. A. became convinced
pome time ago that a general distribution of concrete Information regard'
Ing things and alms American would
London. The progressive effective"be greatly appreciated not only by
the French people, but would also do ness of the allies, both In the
of airplanes and In the air fight
much to promote confidence and understanding between the two nations, ing, has never before been more clearThe French are always eager to ly proved than in the recent operations
hear about the United States and on the western front. In last month's
cavnever tire of asking questions about offensive the harrying of German
transport
their great ally country. Much In- alry, marching Infantry and
airplanes was the first
formation of this kind of course had by
been spread by Individuals but, un- example of a really large scale
from the air.
fortunately, all of the Americans In
From a R. A. F. officer of long exFrance have not a clear and accurate
conception
of their own national perience It was learned that It Is now
Ideals nor even a very wide variety a deliberate method of air fighting not
of exact Information regarding their conducted on the tip and run principle
of one swooping dive to earth, bringing
own land.
Consequently
It was derided that the airplane Into close rifle range only
pamphlets giving much Information In at the lowest point of the dive, but by
a small compass would serve an ex- machines which fly audaciously low
cellent purpose. ' Three , of these until their ammunition Is exhausted, so
low that pilots have Identified the
pamphlets were prepared.
regimental Insignia of the troops atEmphasizes Idealism.
One, for the higher grades In the tacked, so low that the airplane wheels
the earth.
f chools or for the colleges, is by Dr. have been known to skim
Transport Columns Broken Up.
John Ersklne, formerly of Columbia
pilots
The object of these
university, head of the Y. M.'C. A.
educational department. Its title Is: has bee", to disorganize the Germans
'The Idenla for Which America by a sue den burst of fire at close range.
.Stands." It deals mainly with the and very successfully they have done
causes that Impelled the United It, especially when breaking up transStates to enter the wnr. The point port columns and causing stampedes
that America Is fighting for world lib- of frlehtened horses. But the method
erty and not for any selfish ends Is has developed until now a British air
plane will fly along not merely across
emphasized.
It, and
a "trench, machine-gunninThe second folder, "The Help
Brought by America to the Allies," Is such a thing may happen, as at Hamel,
by Carl Holliday, professor of Amer- - where airplanes and tanks
low-flyin- g

counter-off-

ensive

low-flyin- g

g

THEIR FIRST GLIMPSE OF FRANCE
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liner, American soldiers are
On board of a former Hamburg-Americatheir first look at the land of their chivalrous ally, France.
n

by Lieut. L. Walmsley of the It. A. F,
which may serve by way of lllustra
tlon :
The Germans were reported to be
concentrating at the village of X. A
little chaser was run out, and the pilot
ordered to confirm the report.
Ten minutes' flying brings him to
the .trench lines, nnd the deafening
noise of battle drowns even the sound
of the engine.
The Germans are attacking and
long, ragged, gray line of piled up
corpses, which the airman at first mis
takes for snndbngs, shows the terrible
price they are paying.
But sheltering behind this ghastly
rampart of human flesh are living
Huns, and the pilot dives down until
he Is only 50 feet nbove them. Then,
as he skims over the line, he opens fire
with both guns, pouring out a hall of
death that soon visibly thickens the In
animate gray masses.
But there Is even more Important
work at hand. The village of X Is
quickly reached.
The market square
Is crowded with artillery and ammunition carts. Diving to a height of less
than 500 feet, the airman drops
bomb, and turns, just In time to avoid
the force of the concussion caused by
the tremendous explosion that fol
lows. A direct hit has been made on
the ammunition cart, and the havoc
wrought In that market square baffles
description.
The roads leading backward from
the village are now carefully reconnoltered. There Is no sign of life
until a large wood Is reached. Here a'
squadron of Uhlans Is found. A sec
ond bomb is landed right in the midst
of them, and In a few seconds the ad
joining fields are brown with stam
peding horses.

right.

out Flinching.
But Finds Task of Writing Letters of
Lieutenant's Death Impossible.

Paris. He wore a rough doughboy's
uniform, fuzzy and wrinkled, but there
were captain's bars upon his shoulders.
Every doughboy passing the table at
which he sat upon the Paris terrace
glanced at the bars, then 'at the uniform and, though not required to do
so, saluted respectfully,
They knew at a glance he was q
captain of Infantry, proudest of titles.
"We had gone nhead ten kilometers," he remarked to a companion,
"when we stopped for a moment to
"
consult our maps. I had a few sergeants, a couple of lieutenants and
with, á few
youag Lieutenant K
'
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"Signal corps men were stringing BOY SEEKS FARM WORK LOAN'
wire on a small building facing the
little court where we were talking.
Applicant In Kansas
Young K
We were
Is Youngest to Apply Under
my
bent over my shoulder to look at
Recent Act.
map. A shell burst beside us. Fifteen
of our men were killed outrlghL
Wichita, Kan. Verner DItus, twelve,
Many were wounded. I was knocked
of Burdette, Kan,, Is the youngest apflat.
plicant for a seed wheat loan under
"Young K
was going fast. He the recent farm loan plan to be reknew It. I had been a father to the ceived by the Wichita Loan bank, ac
lad knew his family well. He looked cording to Supervisor L. M. Bastadown at his wounds and then finding brook.
me beside him, my face and uniform . Young DItus In his application says
spattered with his blood but unhurt, he owns a horse valued at $50 and
he smiled feebly.
cow worth the same. He uses his fa
" 'I'm all In,' he said.. Then he put ther's machinery and wants $300 on
e
his hand to his back and rolled over. a
tract.
The application Is
I turned my face away from the sight. vouched for by the farm agent at
" 'Good-by- ,
Jack,', he said.
who says the boy enjoys a good
"I squeezed his hand he was such reputation as a farmer and a general
a brave kid and he smiled as he died. good reputation. His parents will have
"That night Sergeant Casey opened to sign the mortgages, It Is sald
Twelve-Year-Ol-
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Mother's Friend.
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Loss or Sleep

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
M

NEW

is-CASTO-

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor CU, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sleep. . The Children's Panacea The
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In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Educational.

my door of sacking. With my head
In ray hands I was sobbing like a kid.
I had tried to write a letter to his
folks and couldn't. 'Sarge' was wise,
of his men who had come through all for he coughed and went away."

With-

Nothing else really matters until we do!

l.

low-flyin- g

TOO MUCH FOR HERO
Faces Hun Rain of Steel

We will win this war

low-flyin- g

Young lady," severely began the
horse-facegent, addressing Daphne
of the dimples in the box office of the
moving picture palace. "I am sorry to
say that you deceived me as regards
the program here tonight. I asked you
if It was of an educational nature, and
you replied that It was. Instead of Its
being so I have just'found it is a lurid
border train robbery story of the ktnd
so popular ten years ago."
"Well, gee!" returned the maiden.
"Ain't It ejercational to see what them
thought was refined and
genteel dranimer?" Kansas City Star.
d

You Have Always Bought

Saw Trouble Ahead.
first day at school,
and because he was very mischievous
the teacher had to call him to task
immediately.
When he arrived home
his mother said : "Robert, how do you
like school V
"I think I am going to
He said:
have trouble with that teacher."
"Why, what Is the trouble?" she
asked.
"She has sassed me three times already," he replied. Chicago

It was Robert's

fEvery Woman Wants

Dluolved la water for doMchas stops
mUIm Mftttvvli- - üleanltiiil mnA inftanw
matioa. Recmnmandad by Lydia E.
nnkbuoa Mao. 1.0, tor taa yean.
A kaaiiof woadar for nasal catena,
ora throat and soro ayes. Economical.
Hm aMdhir
siiiiiiil

Mild

Bed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

Something to Start On.
Betty had two sisters, but was Just
Breaking It Gently. informed that she had a new baby
Where's the rich heiress
Askem
brother. "Oh, goody," she exclaimed you're engaged to?
family
has
the
our
"now
excitedly,
Tellum You see that lovely girl In
starting of a real soldier t"
pink at the other side of the room?
Askem Yes; I say, old man, what

STOP LOSING CALVES
Yoacan Stamp Abortion Out
of your herd and Kt9P It Olt

a superb
Tellum Well, it Isn't she. It's that
grand old ruin in yellow sitting next
to her.

.1
pertaining to
ABORTION in COWS'
Answers every ' question.
Treat your own cattle at
Bend for
small expense.
booklet now State number
of cattle la your herd.
lotarh'fit Ca.100 IniMl lti.,WmkMhi.W!.
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Wholesome, Cleansing,

Belresblsf aad Heallag

Murine for Red!!
ness. Soreness. Granula-

tion, Itchingand Burning
of the Eyes or liyelids;
Though the wagon tongue is silent,
"J Drops" After the Movie. Motoring or Golf
Ask Your DnigKttt It always gets there ahead of the rest
confidence.
your
will win
tnt Murine when vour Eves Need Care, u l
Marine Eye Remedy Co.. Chicago of the outfit
U-l-

Wrltt for FREE BOOKLET,

n
Sr. DuM
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Any Short Weights or Over Charges tbte reported
to ClaúdCL. Wensell, County Food Administrator, at Roy

matter at the

s

Parts

and

SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.
Supt,
G. R. ABERNATHY,
UNION SVNDAY

i

Union Counties.

and

in Roy, New Mexico.

postofTice

Church Directory
1

Fair Price List

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Ssbtcripliot $1.50 Ptr

N

FEDERAL PRICE COMMITTEES

--

Kkuintiiikd Ai:(,Cht

SPANISH-AMERICA-

n. m;

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

.

Watch for this list as it will appear weekly in the Spanish-AmericaPrices given below apply to the week commencing Thursday,

August 29, 1918.
Jobber to
Retailer
Flour, 24s,
Flour, bulk, per lb. .06
Corn flour, bulk,
Corn meal, 24s,

Democrat
Candidates
Senator, W.
Grant county.
Congress,
Richardson,

B.

do.
10s,
do. bulk, lb

Bread,
Oat Meal, 5s,
do.
do.

Walton.

,27
.12

bulk,

.071

Pearl Hominy,
Sugar,
ext.
Pinto Bean3,

Chaves.

.05
1.24
.50
.03

2s,

Rice,

Judge Granville A

Governor, Felix Garcia, Rio
Arriba.
Lieut. Governor, Elmer E.
Veeder, San Miguel.
Secretary of State, Juan J.
Duran, Union.

3--

4

.10V

.08
.12

8.30

.08
K45

.01)1

1.65

.70

.75

,06V

.07i

Sandoval.

Attorney General, T. J. Mabry
Bernalillo.

Justice of the Supreme Court
Richard II. Hanna, Santa Fe.
Commissioner of Land Office,
George P. Davisson,
Chaves.
Corporation Commissioner D.J
Finnegan, Quay.

.171
.12

Roosevelt.

.10
.041

,

9

.03

.07

serving and it will not materially affect our subscription arrangements.
We will have to cut those in arrears
three months after delinquency instead
of six months as heretofore is the
main difference. The rest of the regulations refer to those who have been
doing things we never cared to do any
way. Our friends need not look for
any radical changes in our business
relations.

A telegram from the State
Fuel Administrator announces to
the local representative
that
after Oct. 1st coal dealers will be
allowed a profit margin of $1.90
for coal on the car, $2.00 for coal
in the bin and $2.50 for coal delivered in town in ton lots.
This price is in addition to
actual cost of coal at the mines'
with actual freight charges add-

We rise to remark that some one
else will go to the County Convention
to nominate County officers. We have
done our bit in the trips to Mora and
Santa Fe, and will save our time anü ed.
money from now on to meet our war
The
activities obligations and the II. C. of
charged
L. at home.
!

.081--

3'

in

.15

.171

22

.25
.22
.20
.25
.171
.20
.25
.08

.15

fnrHMwBr

Free

V

.12i
.15
.15
.12
.221
.071
.121
.15

We were obliged to turn down several jobs of printing and stand-of- f
some othern on account of our absence
last week but are catching up again
and will be on the job as usual next

ttJglB

week.

J

Landing

And Hangar

Repair Work
ROY,

Americanization of
Foreign Born Women
This Woman's Specialty

Felix Vachon,

Alechanict
.

V P. S. C. E,
4

'

Providence mny temper the wind to
tne norn innin, nnt uieres no eonie-bacl- ?
for the fellow .vho tiUrtw himself to he fleeced vhi!o his wits are

Mistaken Feeling.
we nto real
Sornetirnes v;e feel
unnppy nnd positive, when we fire only
Impatient end dlsngrcoaWe. Our Boys'

.

e

Magazine,

National Financial
Head Young Women's
xj
Christian Association

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President

Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday 6ven-In- g
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

LODGE DIRECTORY

and LIVERY

li--

V'iTy.

Rev. Fr.

GASOLINE STA.

New Mex.

Col F O. WHITE
Noted, Tried, Experienced

A
v

.

Priest in charge,

R oy G arag e

-

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy,
M.
N.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co. ..

Passions.

rnsslons are likened best to floods
end slrenms.'the shallow murmur, but
the deep aro dip.il. Sir Waller Ra- -

--

IIIIIW1MIO

At Reasonable Rates.

.171
.40
.40
3.25
3.00
.55

.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

Cars Housed and Cared for

.15

.30

"lía IIM

Aero-Plan- e

a.

local repressntative is
with the duty of seeing
that this order is obeyed strictly.

First Sunday in each month."
Service? 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
at

.15

2.75
2.75
.50

BAPTIST

10.00'

9.00

,.081

Satifaction guaranteed.
been received by us and carefully read
or call on Mrs. F. S.
Write
over.
There are few requirements
which we have not already been ob- Pratt, P. O. Box 312, Roy, N.M.

1

.15
,10

DRESS MAKING:

l ne regulations ior newspapers have

I

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.'

0. W. Hearn, Pastor.'

.

Superinteudent of Schools, J.S
Long,

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn,
ing service.

;

.35

J-

Auditor of State, Marcos C.

'

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

11

.10
.13
.10

ROY

4

low-cos-

.08

.07
.07
1.50

.07
.08
1.40
.60
.06
.08
.28
.14

,01
Potaioes,
.03
.03
Onions,
.051
Raisins, package, .11
.121
bulk,
do.
.10
.14
Apricots dried,
.18
.20
do.
Peaches,
.12
.16
do.
Prunes,
.07
.12
Tomatoes, 21
.12
.18
Corn, standard, 2s .11
.14
do.
Peas,
.135
.10
Salmon, tall pink
.18
. 20
.0(5
.05
Milk, baby,
Milk, family,
.10
'lU
.111 ,.12?
Milk, tall,
.30
.40
Butter,
Eggs,
.40
2.30
2.85 '
Lard, large '
Compound, large 2.30
2.60
Breakfast bacon, .40
.47

Treas. T. W. Medley, Socorro.
de Baca,

.

$3.00 to $3,25
1.G5
1.50

1.50

1.33

.

Retaier to
Consumer

$2.75 to $3.00

Flour, 43s,

This paper has enlisted
with the government in the
cause of America for the
period of the war

CHRISTIAN

Have you seen the Ford Model T One Ton
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame With the regular
this
Ford motor,
and a direct worm drive,
what
just
will
be
among motor trucks
truck
the Ford is among all motor cars; the supreme
t
value from point of effective service and
of operation and maintenance. The Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
Come in and let's talk it over.

n

uctioneer

O. O.

.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
1.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-

If you want the services of an come.
SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
No Sale too- Near or too Far.

Mrlville Floersheim,
Wm, G.

N. G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

'

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
No Sale too Large or Small,
Evening each month
You ca have SALE BILLS
I. O. O. F. Hall
printed and make dates at the Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. gV
n
Office.
Roy Mrs.Blanche Grunig, Secy.
New Mexico.
Visiting Sisters welcome
Spanish-America-

i

Anc!ent3 Played Ball.

Ii:is'liall "fans" will be Interested
to know that Erypt is the birthplace
How It
of the original ball game.
was played history does not record.
Recent excavations mad o near Cairo
have brought to light n number of
small balls, some of leather xind others of wood, dating back to at least
2000 H. C.
These are the oldest balls
of this sort known.

MRS. HARRY M. BREMER.

Bronchial Trouble.
Mrs. A. E. Sidenbonder, Rockfield
Ind , states; "For an attacks of bronchial trouble which usually assails me
in the sprint? I fiud Chamberlain's
Cough Hemedy the only tliir.g that
gives mo relief. After using it for a
few

days all signs of bronchial trouble

It begins to appear that the disappears."
Republican party has
control, or at least influence over
most of the N. M. state dailies
and will likely profit by them
They
this coming campaign.
have signally failed in suppressing them so it is the next best
rnve to control them. The local
weekly press of the state is still
free and readies the communities
where newspapers are effective
to a greater extent than the
dailies. In order to insure a
republican victory this fall it
would be well to also buy up the
majority of weeklies as well, the
rest could then be muzzled with
the Libel law and the truth could
thus be effectively suppressed.

Montoyaof Roy, Í3 a
list of
to the
addition
hew
ready
getting
is
He
readers.
and
fall
campaign
this
for the
votes.
he
when
right
go
wants to
P. T.

S--

11

Afprcc!Sl9 l.fM.

I.i New Jersey a man recently smoked cigarettes an entire day without any
particular harm resulting. TUo only
visible effect was the death of the
smoker. ISoston Transcript.

A Beautiful Woman. ,

She is the daughter of a college
professor and a graduate' of Chicago
University and New York School of
Philanthropy. She has made special
Investigations for the Federal Government. Since 1910 she has been
iworklng at the head of the Young
Women's Christian Association's department for Americanization of
ioreign born women who need holj
vhen thej' ennio to this country.

Do you know that a beautiful Wo
man always has a good digestion? If
your digestion is faulty, eat lisrhtlv of
meats, and take an occasional dose of

1

Chamberlaiu's Tablets t) strengthen
yonr digestion. Price 25c.

vie

m

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY,

He wishes he had!

NEW MEX.

MISS ELLA SCHOOLEY

Recently Miss Schooley returned
ito New York after a trip to Francs
where she reviewed the work of th
secretaries of the association senl
'ovorseas on war tasks. Sha Is U
jchargB of the finances of the nation

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.

Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank.
Mills, N. M

J. B..LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Connects with

Carus Plumlee,
We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Separate from the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.

tek-erap-

REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

lal organization.

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

Physician in Charge.

fv .y

2

Plants Travel by Air.
In Porto Rico, where the atmosphere
Is moist nnd balmy, air plants often
lodge In the most unusual plnces and
produce some weird effects while growing. Frequently they establish themselves on telephone nnd
wires. The Insulation rots In ilaces
nnd the plants take root, grow and
thrive.

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Uoy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

,

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from .the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourisb and

Land-Seeke-

rs

Will findjhia the righ't place.

CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917
.An Act authorizing the construction of
and addition to the Capitol Building
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, making
an appropriation therefor and providing bonded indebtedness for the
payment of the same, and to create
a commission with authority to construct and complete such addition.
Committee Sub. for H. B. No. 66; approved March 13, 1917.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:

to create a sinking fund for payment
of the principal thereof.
Sec. 9. To provide for the payment
of the interest on tlie uonds issued
pursuant to this act there shall be and
there is herebv imnosed and levied I WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION
AT THE F. O. WHITE FARM 5
during each year any of said bonus
MILES EAST AND 5 MI.
shall oe outstanding on all property in
the state subject to taxation for state
NORTH OF MILLS, 15
purposes, an annual tax sufficient to
MI. NORTH OF ROY
produce a sum equal to one year's inN. M. ON '
terest on all such bonds then outstanding, less the amount in the state treasury received by way of income, from
the land belonging to the state granted by Act of Congress as stated in
Section 8 hereof; and to provide a sink- SALE TO COMMENCE AT 10 A. M.
ing fund for the payment of the pnn-cip- SHARP. THE FOLLOWING PROP.
of said bonds the State Treas- ERTY,
urer shall retain and use ror such 1 BROWN MARE 9 YRS. OLD.
purpose all the proceeds derived from 1 BAY MARE, 2 YRS. OLD.
the sale of the land so granted to the 1 BAY MARE 10 YRS.
OLD.
state lor the purpose in this act stat- 1 BLACK MULE, 4
YRS. OLD.
ed, which said proceeds, or bo much
thereof as may be necessary, shall be 1 BLACK HORSE, 3 YRS. OLD.
applied exclusively towards the pay- 1 BAY MARE. 11 YRS. OLD.
ment of the principal of the bonds au HEREFORD MILCH COW, 7 yrs. old.
thorized by this act; and to further JERSEY AND GUERNSEY. 7 vr.
provide for a sinking fund for the re- RED COW, 3 year, old, calf by side.
demption of said bonds there shall be RED BULL CALF, 7 months old.
and there is hereby imposed and levied HEIFER 1 year old.
during each year after any of said HEREFORD MILCH COW, 7 yrs. old.
bonds shall have run for ten years, RED COW, 3 yrs.
calf at side.
after date thereof, during each year HEREFORD COW, old,
2 years old,
any said bonds are outstanding an annual tax on all property in the state 2 GOOD HOGS.
subject to taxation for state purposes, ONE CULTIVATOR, new.
sufficient in addition to moneys de- P & O LISTER.
rived from the sale of said lands and 2 SETS FARM HARNESS.
held for such purpose, to pay the prinHARROW, new
cipal of the said bonds at maturity.
new
Sec. 10. That the taxes for the GOOD PUEBLO STOCK SADDLE.
payment of the interest and ultimate
HARROW, new
redemption and payment of said bonds,
ROD PLOW, and
shall be levied and collected at the OTHER TOOLS.
same time and in the same manner as
HOUSEHOLD GOODS Bedsteads,
other taxes are levied and collected
in the state for other purposes, which Chairs, Kitchen Cabinet, Stoves, and
funds provided for i,:ie redemption ot many articles too numerous "to mensaid bonds shall be kept separate in tion.
a fund for that purpose by the State
TERMS A credit of 14 months
Treasurer.
Sec. 11. The said Capitol Building without interest on sums over $10,
Addition shall be not lesr than two purchaser giving bankable note or apstories high, not less than one hun proved security, bearing 12 per cent
dred and fifty feet long "nd seven! y- - interest from date if not paid when
hve feet wide, and shall be erected at due. 10 per cent discount for cash or
the south end of the present Capitol all sums over $10 if paid on date oi
Building, and not more than fifty feet sale. Sums of $10 and under,
cash.
distant therefrom, and shall be so ar- No property 1o be removed until setranged that the light in the second tled
for.
story of the present Capitol Building
shall not be shut off, and such addi
G. C. SANDERS, Owner
tion shall be so arranged that it may
be heated from the heating plant
COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
the present Capitol Building
and such addition shall be connected E. G. PARKES, Clerk.
with the present Capitol Building on Lunch Will Be Served on the Grounds

Public Sale

Section 1. That for the purpose of
constructing and completing an addition to the present Capitol Building at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, the Governor
Bhall appoint three reputable citizens
f New Mexico, not more than two of
Arhom shall belong to the same noliti.
cal arty, as a commission, with full
power and authority to employ an architect, and tp let contracts for the
rection of uch building to the lowest
ana best responsible bidder, upon thirty days published notice, letting the
same in ohe entire contract, or nnr- tions thereof to different
contractors. '
,
i
i
i
oa :in me
judgment
oi tne commission may be most advisable.
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any
member of such commission to become
or be, directly or indirectly, interested
in any contract so let, or to make any
profit, directly or indirectly, out of any
such contract or to furnish or supply
directly or indirectly, any labor, material or other commodity used in and
about completing any such contract
or contracts. The members of such
commission shall be paid their actual
and necessary expenses incurred by
them in and about such work, bu. shall
receive no further, other or additional
compensation.
Sec. 3 There is hereby appropriated
out of the state treasury the sum of
two hundred thousand ($200,000) dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necessary for the purpose of paying
for the construction and completion
of said building, said fund to be avail-- .
able upon the sale of the bonds hereinafter provided for. .
Sec. '4. For the purpose of provid-infunds for the erection of said ad- dition to the Capitol Building, there is
hereby authorized and created a bond- ed indebtedness of the State of New
Mexico in the sum of two hundred
thousand ($200,000) dollars, and there
shall be issued two hundred (200)
bonds of the denomination of one
thousánd ($1,000) dollars each. Saidi
bonds shall bear interest at the rate
of four and
per cent per an-- ;
num, which said interest shall be pav- oKla aami.flnntiallir írt trrA nr
ma í to
. equivalent in lawful money of the
the ground floor by a passageway
United States, on the first day of July properly constructed, according to the
and the first day of January of each plans and specifications of the archiyear at the office of the State Treas- tect, and said addition shall be as near
urer of the State of New Mexico. The fireproof as it is possible to make it,
; principal of said bonds shall be made
pnd when comnletéd shall be occupied
payable to the bearer in gold coin, or by the State Library, State Supreme
its equivalent in lawful money of the Court and all offices connected thereUnited States, thirty years after their with, and the Attorney General.
date, and it shall be provided by said
bee. V. The said commission shall
bonds that they may be redeemed at have full power and authority to do
the option of the state at any time af-- any and all acts deemed necessary
ter ten years from their date. The said and proper in and about the construcbonds shall state when and where pay tion of said building, the determinaable, rate of interest, and when and tion, and adoption of plans therefor
1.
l. ..
...L
i
t miau
ii. and the arrangement thereot, and snail
wjicic iuc uiicicBi.
ue payuuie,
and shall be signed by the Treasurer draw its voucher in the proper form
and uovernor, and shall be attested by for the payment of all indebtedness
the Secretary of State and bear the contracted in and about said work and
seal of the state and shall be known as building on the
Stte Audor, and th
the "Capitol Addition Building Bonds." State Auditor shall
draw his warrant
The faith and credit of the state is on
State Treasurer for the paythe
hereby pledged for the prompt pay- ment, and the State Treasurer unan
ment of said bonds and the interest pay the same on presentation thereol
thereon as herein provided.
If the out of the funds realized from the sale
state shall elect to exercise its right of said bonds hereby authorized.
to redeem any of said bonds after ten
Sec. 13. The members pf such comyears from their date and in advance mission shall qualify by taking the
of matui;ity, notice thereof shall be
oath required by other state officers
given by publication by the State
shall hold their offices until the
and
treasurer, in a newspaper published completion of said addition unless rein Santa Fe, New Mexico, once a week moved, for cause, by the Governor,
for four successive weeks next prior and in case any vacancy shall occui
to the date fixed for redemption, and in said commission, the Governor of
if a bond so called for redemption be the
shall fill such vacancy in the
not presented at 'the time requested sr.rp.e mnnner as other vacancies in
it shall cease- - to bear interest from state offices are filled. When such
and after the date so fixed for re- - huild;ng is completed the architect emdemption.
ployed by such commission shall file
Sic. 5. Inicter. coupons shall be With the Secretary of State copies of
bonds
nnd the the plan3 and specifications for said
attached to the, said
said coupons shall be consecutively building; and when said building is
numbered and shall specify the num- completed, it shall be inspected by the
ber of the bond to which they are at- Governor .otate Auditor and State
tached, and shall be attested by th3 Treasurer, and if found to be in aclithographed or engraved fac simile cordance with the plans and specifisignature of the State Treasurer.
cations, it shall be accepted.
Sec. 6. The State Treasurer, when
Sec. 14. This act shall be subnvtted
the bonds authorized by this act to be to the people of the State of New
issued, shall have been signed, coun- Mexico for 'their ratification at the
tersigned, endorsed and sealed a in next general election tc be held in the
this act nrovided, shall sell the Game month of November. A. D., 1918 and
to the highest and best bidder, for all ballots at said election shall have
Cash, upon sealed bids, at not less than printed thereon and at the end thereof
par and accrued interest. Notice of the words "for tne Capitoi Auuiuun
such proposed sale shall be given by Bond Issue," and in a separate line
the State Treasurer, by publication, in- under the same, the words "Against
viting sealed proposals thereon, at a the Capitol Addition Bond Issue." Opday and hour stated therein, which posite said lines there shall be a square
said notice shall be published once a in which the voters may make or
week for three weeks rn su:ne news- stamp a cross to indicate whether they
paper published in the State of New vote for or against this act and
Mexico, and a like notice published in bond issue, and those voting for this
some financial journal in the City of act and said bond issue, and those
New York, the last insertion of such voting for this act and said bond isnotice shall be made not less than sue shall do so by placing a cross in
seven days before such data so fixed the square opposite f.ie words 'For
for such sale.
the Capitol Addition Bond Issue, and
(75) of said those voting against the said bond isSec. 7. Seventy-fiv- e
rond3 shall henr date the 30th day of sue, shall do so by placing a cross m
(75) the square opposite the words
November, 1918, and seventy-fiv- e
of said bonds. shall bear date the 31st "Against the Capitol Addition Bond
day of Mav. 1919, and fifty (50) of said Issue."
.
bonds shall bear date December 31st,
Sec. 15. The votes cast for and
sold
be
shall
bonds
said
of
1919. All
against said bond issue shall be countat the same time and shall be issued ed, returned, canvassed and declared
and delivered at the tTmei and in the in the same manner And subject to the
amounts ai sneeifisd in thir act, and same rules as votes cast for state ofthe "proceeds realized from the sale of ficers, and, if it appears that this act
bonds shall be turned over to the shall have received a majority cf all
'id
State Treasurer to be kept by him in the votes cast for and against it at
a separate fund for the purrose of the such election aforesaid, then the fame
construction, furnishing, equipping and shall go into effect upon publication
completing said Capitol Building Ad- of the certificate of the Secretary of
dition.
State declaring the result of the vote
Sec. 8. That to pay the interest on thereof.
said bonds as.it shall become due, the
Sec. 1G. It shall be the duty of the
"'' Secretary of Stale to have this act
State Auditor and
shall transfer to the interest fund, published onccl a week in one news-panwhich shall be used exclusively for
in each county, if one be pubsuch purpose, all the income uorivuu lished therein, throughout the state
from lands belonging to the state for four week3 next preceding the
which" were ganted to the state by Act general election to be held in the
o
of Congress, entitled ."An Act to
month of November, A. D., 1918. The
of Te"' Mexico to form cost of publication shall be paid out
a Constitution and state government
of the interest on deposits funds, in
and be admitted into the Union on an the hands of the State Treasurer.
equal footing with the original states,
Sei. 17. All acts and parts of acts
approved June 20th, 1910," "For Leg- in conflict with the provisions of this
islative. Executive and Judicial pub- act are hereby repealed.
lic buildings heretofore erected in said
Territory, or to be hereafter erected
The publication pf this act has been
in the proposed states, and for pay- ordered by me as Secretary of State
ment of the bonds heretofore or here- in accordance with Section 16 of the
after issued therefor," which said
Same-,,
'
be applied toward the liquid
ANTONIO- LUCERO, ;
Secretary of State.
ation of the interest on said bonds, and
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Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clavton. New Mexico.
August 23, 1918.
Notice is herebv siven that Rov R
Watts, of Mills, Mora Co., New Mexico,
who on January, 2Gth, 1915, made
Homestead Entry, No. 018702, for
eí4: Ne'i NwU. Lot. 3. Section 18.
lownshin 22N. Rano-- 25E. New Mex
ico, Principal Meridian, has filed
e
of intention to make Final Three
Year Droof to establish claim to tin,
land above described, before F. H.

milin

no-tic-

roster,

U. S. Commissioner, at his
New Mexico, on the 10th
day oi October, 1918.
office in Roy,

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Haner, James Baker, R. A.
Hale, A. A. Hurford, all of Mills, New
Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
'

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'Airara

Sim jkvl

fJBFMYBOm Today.
THEM TILL IT HURTS AND WHEN YOU
FEEL SATISFIED THAT YOU HAVE DONE YOUR
SHARE, THINK OF THE BOYS "OVER THERE"
EVERYTHING,
GIVING
EVEN
THEIR LIVES-TH- EN
SHOW "THE STUFF"THAT YOU ARE MADE
OF AND BUY MORE LIBERTY BONDS.
LIBERTY BONDS ARE THE SAFEST INVESTMENT
IN THE WHOLK WORLD" AND PAY INTEREST
AT
H-- i
LY.
PERCENT
BUY

Notice is hereby given that Alfredo
Abeyta, of Roy, New Mexico, who on
September 28, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 019798 for S Se',4,
Section 24, Township 20N, Range 27E,
and Lots 4 and Sw
SeVi, Section 19,
Township 20N, Range 28E, N..M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M., on the 11th day of
October, 1918.

Register.

7

tay your

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
August 23, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
David Ledoux, Pat. Ledoux of Roy.
N. M., Jose E. Arguello, Noe Lucero,
of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

SEMI-ANNUAL-

BUY

LIBERTY

YOUR

BONDS FROM

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

.

Mis3 Bivian William.,, Harrison Cox
and a number of others drove out tc
Bardleu and around the mail roiiU

Sunday.
The Bradley families went to Clay,
ton, Saturday.
Everybody is busy cutting feed.
H. C. Hamilton left last week for
Kansas, where thoy will remain in
the future.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
(;
August 20, 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Eliceo
Archuleta, cf Wasron Mound. N. M.
who on April 21, 1915, made ílome- stead Entry, No. 023376, for Swi
NeVi, EVi
W' SeVi Section
7, E
NwVí, Nw',4 Ne'4, Section 18
Township 21N, Range 24E, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
.laim to the land above described, before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner, at Wagon Mound, N. M., on the
ICth, day of October, 1918.

Sw,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ignacio Pacheco, of Wagon Mound,
Mr. and Mrs. DeLr.ney will leave
soon for Colorado, where they will live N. M., Sabino Lopez, of Wagon Mound,
in future. We wish them good luck.
N. M., Manuel Valdez, of Wagon
Mound, N, M., Juan Lucero, of Wagon
Mound, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

Get Your

11 2

Keep Out the Duet.
ITave window shades that will run
up and down over your pantry shelves
Vm snvet
and a lot of dust
n-i-

NOTICE

News From

Headquarter
All the official news of the
State Capital appears first
n the Sauta Fe New Mexican .

the fresh political possip
of the State Capital appear,,
first in the Santa Fe Ne w Mex'
All

icau.

The.activitks of all patriotic organizations are reported
fully in the Santa Fe

Notice is hereby given that Elias
Torrea, of Trementina, N. M., who,
on November 17, 1913, March 27, 1915,
No.
made Homestead Application,
020117 and. No. 023201, for Ntt SeV4,
Ntt SwU, Section 35, and E'2
WV NeV4, Section 35 Township 17N,
Range 24E, N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Eliseo
C. Cordova, U. S. Commissioner, at
Trementina, on the 9th day of October,

Nw,

1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Montoya, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
Je3us Montoya, of Sabinoso, N. M.,
Francisco Samora, Sabinoso, N. M.,
Aniseto Valdez, of Sabinoso, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

Can Now Eat and Sleep

in Comfort.
If troublen with indigestion or
you should read what Miss
Agnes Turner, Chicago, III., has to
sleep-lesEne-

Tractor For Sale
International

12-2-

with Emerson

iUi t'LtouCATION

5

Tractor
Plow.

6-di-

s
This outfit is in
new, Price,$1250.
September 21, 1918.
worth double that amount, 'will
Notice is hereby given that John J.
s
or
Taylor, of Roy, Mora County, New trade for large .
Mexico, who on September 8th, 1914, cattle: or will sell it on a years
made Homestead Entry No. 017969, for
time, purchaser to secure with
Se'i Se'4, Section 7, Sw',4, Sw',4 Nw
i, Section 8, and N Nw4, Section real estate.

Department of The Interior, U.
Land Office

at

Cluyton,

first-clas-

S.

N. M.

work-horse-

Floersheim Mercantile Co
Roolnson Crusoe's Will.

The "Inst will" of Alexander Selkirk,
the original of Robinson Crusoo, wns
sold nt auction in London for $300.
The will begins: "Being now bound
out on a voyage to sea, and qalllng
to mind the perils nnd dangers of the
Rons nnd other uncertainties o this
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. transitory life"

11--

Tom.

C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

J. Taylor, Abstractor

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, NewJMexito
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

WE

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
DEPARTMENT
HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Al

Prornianes
Matters entrusted to us dtsnnnhed
Your Uuslnnss Kesiwotiully Solicited
wHh

nd Accuroy

New-Mexica-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

All authentic news of the
Great War, received over
leased wire from the Associ-

ated Press presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,
S&

Subscribe Now, to the

Santa Fe
New Mexican
N. M.
Santa Fe,
50c a month, $6.00 a year

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
August 26, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Jo3e R.
Torres, of Sabinoso, N. M., who, on
May 19, 1915, made Homestead Entry
E
Serial No. 023564, for W
and
NeVi, Section 35, and SVa Se
SVa SvM, Section 26, Township 17N,
Range 24E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make Three Year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
Roy, N. M., on
U. S. Commissioner,
.he 10th day of October, 1918.

Nw,

Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Ramon Fresquea, Francisco Mora,
Juan Jose Samora, Gerónimo Lujan,
all of Sabinoso,

N. M.

FRANCISCO DELCADO.
Register.

ss

say: "'Overwork, irregular meals and
cart lebsness regarding the ordinary
rules of health, gradually uudermined
it until last fall I became a wreck of
my former self. 1 suffered from continual headache, was uuable to digest
my fsod, which seemed to lay as a
dead weight on my stomach. I was
very constipated and my complexion
became dark, yellow and muddy as I
felt. Sleeplessness was added to my
misery, and I would awake as tired
as when I went to sleep. I heard of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found such
relief after taking them that I kept
two
up the treatment for nearly
months.. They cleansed my stomach,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. invigorated my system, and since that
time 1 can eat and sleep in comfort.
I am today entirely well."

17. Townshin 19N, Range 2GE, N. M.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to estab- ltin claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissionRegister. er, nt his office in Roy, New Mexico,
on the 4th day of November, 1918.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
i
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
W. H. Baum, Clarence Leffler, M.
Ulfice at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
N. Baker, Eai l Baum, all of 'Roy, New
August' 20, 1918.
Mexico.

i

US.

WE ADD S PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

our-lelv-

Bradley News

n

frOWIlif 10

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, Now Mexico,
Department of Th Interior, U. S.
August 23, 1918.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 24, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Elza D.
Notice is hereby given that Sam
Bartmess, of Mills, Mora County, New
Tyler, of Roy, Mora County, New Mex
Mexico, who, on November 22, 1913,
January 2nd, 1915, made
made Homestead Entry, No. 017175, ico, who, on
Entry, No. 019114, for Se
for Se4, Section 29, Township 22N, Homestead
Range 25E, N. M. P. M., has filed H, Section 24, and Ne4 Section 25,
Township 18N, Range 25E, N. M. P.
notice of intention to make Final Three
In One's Own Sphere.
M., has filed notice of intention to
Year
Proof,
to
to
claim
establish
the
we
one
would
happy
be
of us
Not
If
make Final Three Year Proof, to estab
land
above
H.
described,
before F.
assumed another's plncc. W'e are fitlish claim to the land above describted only for our own little world, Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ed, before CLAIMANT before Freduid It remains with us to make that office in Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th erick H. Drake, U. S. Commissioner,
Jny sphere what It might to he. This day of October, 1918.
at his office in Portland, Oregon.
we mny do If we keep cheerful, do
Witness before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
our best and think only wholesome
at his office in Roy,
T. E. Siler, R. A. Hale, C D H orn, Commissioner,
thoughts.
Otherwise we simply will R. E. Anderson, all of Mills, New New Mexico, on the 4th day of Nonot, no matter what we may eventu-ll- y
vember, 1918.
Mexico.
possess, bp happy, and the quicker
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
asacknowledge
we
the truth of the
A. Waldo Morris, Florence Wright,
Register,
sertion the better It will be for
Dean Tyler, A. J. Smith, all of Roy,
nnd for all concerned.
New Mexico.
, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

en-h-

wl

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Supplies
Kodaks and Eastman
Toilet Articles
Perfumes and

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

J
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Deserter
Prussian Officer
WTin Pjrftrwaffd in the Ra7ííÍ-?-L
5y

?

1

'

hq znd Pillaqinq of Belqiutn
CoprW

GERMAN

.

kept tme guard,' It appeared, but the
God of the Belgians was not there to

Th

Wrto

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

h

J&y

Frmi,

DftnM

SOLDIERS SLAY AND BURN UNDER ORDERS OF
THEIR OFFICERS TO SHOW NO MERCY

8ynopale-T- he
author of these confessions, an officer In the pioneers' corps of the German array, a branch of the service corresponding to the engineers' corps of the United States army, Is sent Into
Belgium with the first German forces Invading that country. Ignorant of their destination or of the reasons for their actions, the German soldiers cross the bonier and attack the Belgian soldiers defending their frontier. Civilians men, women and childrenere driven
from their burning homes as the Zeppelins and giant guns of the Germans raze the strongest fortifications.

CHAPTER

II

Continued.

protect his.
In most of the places we passed we
were warned not to use the water.
This, of course, had the effect of making the soldiers hate the people from
whom they could expect only death. In
this way the vicious instincts of our
men were amused.
The water, of course, was nowhere
poisoned.
These lies were told to
arouse hatred of the Belgians among
our soldiers.
In the evening, at dusk, we reuched
a villuge east of the Bertrix. There
we found poisoned water also. Ia the
middle of the village we halted and I
could see through a front window of a
bouse before which I stood. In a miserable home of a laborer we saw a
woman. She clung to her children as
If afraid they would be torn away from
her. Suddenly a stone as large as a
flst was thrown through the window
Into the room and a little girl was
wounded on the right hand.
In this village we were billeted la a
barn. With some comrades, I went to
the village to buy food. We obtained
ham, bread and wine at a farmhouse,
but the people refused any payment
because they considered us guests.
They only asked that we should not
hurt them. We paid them nevertheless for everything, la German money.
There, as everywhere else we went
we found the population In mortal
terror of us. The people trembled
whenever a German soldier entered
their home.

'

1

mil

three-quarter-

house-to-hous-

e

beg-gu-

y

franc-tireur-

t,

'i

i

'J

il .j

rmtK nirnrn

a msu0

1
Russian river cruiser guarding bridge over the Sungarl near Harbin, the commercial center of the Czecho- - y
Slovak forces In Siberia. 2 Special camp erected at Brookllne, Mass, to care for sufferers from the epidemic of
Spanish Influenza which has been prevalent In army and navy camps.. 3 Capt. Maurice Chastenet de Gery, commander of the French Foreign Legion men who came to America to help In the fourth Liberty loan campaign.

HEWS REVIEW OF

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
was a bad week for the Huns and
their allies. From all the battle fronts
came reports of repulse, retreat, de-

It

feat or utter rout and disaster, the central powers always being the losers.
And to top It off, on Thursday the
French and American armies started
another big drive In the Champagne
and in the region to the east of It,
which threatened the communication
lines In the rear of the Hindenburg
defense system and might even result
in separating the German forces lu
the west into two groups.
The drive, on a
front, was
g
shared miuully by the urmies of
and Petal n and all the way from
the Suippe river to the Meuse the
Germuns were forced back, their bases
and railway centers at Somme-P- y
and

k

ni

its."

blood-curdlin- g

in

II

Ai

the order had been executed. A reCHAPTER III.
THEIGREAT WAR
maining battery of artillery had reduced the city to ashes.
Four of ua bad formed a close
The French had made a stand out- friendship. We had promised
to keep
side the city and resisted to the ut- together and help one
another
la French and Americans Open New
most but they were outnumbered
It every danger. So we often visited the
Offensive Against the Huns
was simply Impossible to resist the homes of citizens together
did our
pressure of the German war machine. best to quiet the harassed and
in Champagne.
people we
When the German columns, with fixed met and talk them out of fear of our
bayonets, attacked to the accompani- forces. Without exception we found
ment of their
yella these people friendly and quick to feel
which, like their steel, penetrated to confidence In us when they learned TURKISH ARMIES DESTROYED
the bone, they resembled In every re- that we really were their friends. If
spect American Indians going Into ac- we wrote on their doors with chalk,
tion, flinging themselves with blood- "Here Uve good, honest people, please Splendid Success Won by General Al- curdling yells upon their enemies.
lenby In Palestine Rout of BuAfter a three-hou- r
fight many Frenchlgarians In Macedonia Increases
men gave themselves up as prisoners.
Their Country Is Invaded.
With uplifted hands they sought

The same evening we were transported In automobiles and on the evening of August 20, 1014, we reached
our detachment, which was about 35
miles from the Belgian city of Neuve
Chateau. The regiment to which I belonged did not take part In any opera- tlons after the fall of Liege, but was
transported to this part of Belgium.
Now I learn for the first time how
heavy was the loss in my company la
the Uege fighting. We lost 137 men la
dead and wounded.
This night we slept 1 on open field.
At five o'clock the next morning we
marched again until four o'clock In
the afternoon, when we were given a
rest.
mercy.
It was about ten o'clock In the eveAt last, on the night of August 23
ning when we received orders to adand 24, the enemy's ranks were thrown
vance. We were all ready to proceed
Into confusion and they retired slowly.
when, another order came for us to
I was In the first
which
at our bivouac overnight. Dur- pursued them. To detachment
the right and left
ing the night we heard thundering of
of the road, in the field and ditches,
cannon which became more violent were dead
and wounded.
The battle of Neuve Chateau, which
The red pantaloons of the French
hud continued from August 22 to Aushowed brightly on the ground. The
gust 24. 1914, hud begun.
field gray of the Germans could hardly
At four o'clock on the morning of be discerned.
August 22 we resumed our march. At
The distance between us and the reNeuve Chateau the French army had treating
French became greater. Our
encountered the Fourth German army. soldiers became happier over
the outoutFirst there was, as always, minor
come of the battle and seemed to forpost and patrol fighting. By and by get
their past hardships. The corpses
larger masses of troops participated, which filled the roads
and ditches were
and as we took our part In the battle forgotten amid
the Jokes and songs
on the evening of August 22, the fight on every side.
The men were already
had developed Into one of the most accustomed to
the horrors of war to
sanguinary of the world war.
such an extent that they unconcernedWhen we arrived the French occuly walked over the corpses, not even
s
pied almost
of the town. considering It necessary to make a
The artillery had set the main part of slight detour.
Neuve Chuteuu on fire and only the
At noon we nalted and were served
beautiful residence section In the west- with dinner from the field kitchens.
ern part of the city escaped at that We were surely hungry
enough and
time.
All night long the
our canned soup was eaten with the
fighting continued, but when at utmost relish. Many soldiers set
their
noon of August 23 the city was In Gerdishes on the bodies of dead horses
man luinils the enormous cost to the lying about and ate as gayly as
If
Germans could finally be determined.
they were at home at their own tables.
sideResidences, cellurs, streets and
The few human corpses near our camp
walks were heaped with dead and failed to disturb us. Only water was
wounded. The houses were In ruins
lacCng, and after the dinner our thirst
empty shells, In which hardly anything became very acute, even torturous.
remained undamaged that was of any
We soon marched on, under a burnn
reul value. Thousands became
ing mid-dasun, the dust of the highin one terrible night Women and way lying thick on our uniforms and
children, soldiers and citizens were lyskin. Now, no more cheerfulness was
ing where the pitiless shells and bulevident anywhere. Our thirst became
lets hud hurled them from life Into more unbearable and we grew weaker
death's dark void. True Impartiality from minute to minute. Many In our
reigned in the killing. There was a ranks fell, unable to go further. NothBelgian woman lying next to a Belgian
ing remained for our commander exbahy which she had borne from house cept to hult, as he did not wish to exto street. Close by lay a man of unhaust us all. As a result of this halt
certain years before an empty house. we were left considerably In the rear
Both his legs were burned to the and lost our place among those pursuknees. His wife lay on his breast and ing the French.
sohhed so pitifully that her grief could
About four o'clock we finally saw
not he endured. Most of the dead before us a village. In the certain exwere entirely or partly burned. The pectation of getting water there we
cries of agony of the animals fighting quickened our pace.
Fugitives and
incineration were mixed with the empty munition columns passed us.
groans and sobbing of the wounded.
Among them there. was a farm wagon
Hut no one had time to bother with uvon which were several civilian prisoners, apparently
A
thein. The French were making another stand outside the city in an open Catholic priest was among them. He,
like the others, had his hands tied befield. As the enemy vacated the town
the Germuns made an error which cost hind hlra with a rope. To our curious
them hundreds of Uves. They had oc- questions as to what he had done, we
cupied the entire town so quickly that were told that he had Incited the
the German artillery which shelled a fnrmers to poison the water in the
part of the city did not know of the village.
Soon we reached the village and at the
change In the sltuutinn and threw
shells Into the tanks of the Infantry. first well at which we might have satis-fle- d
our thirst we found a sentinel
Finally our soldiers were compelled to
give up some of their gains by the posted. He drove us away with a
pressure of our own as well as the warning that the water was poisoned.
French fire, but regained this ground
Disappointed and terribly embitStrangely enough, the tered, the soldiers cursed and gnashed
afterwards.
resident section previously mentioned
their teeth. They hurried on to the
had not suffered seriously. All the next well, but everywhere sentinels
houses flew the Red Cross and were forbude our taking refreshment.
used as teintorary hospitals.
In an open space In the center of
Here it was reported that Belgians the village was a big well from which
mutilated German soldiers. Whether there came water clear as crystal that
this were true, or only n rumor, similar emptied Into a big trough. Five solto others being constantly started by diers stood guard here to see that no
German soldiers, I cannot say, but I one drank. I was Just about to prodo know that on August 24, after the ceed with my comrades when a large
French liud retired, It was made part of my company threw themselves
known through, an army order that like men possessed onto the well. The
German soldiers bud been murdered guards were completely overcome and,
there, and that the German army could greedy as animals, all the men drank.
not leave the scene of these outrages They quenched their thirst, but not
without first avenging thfe victims.
one became 111. The priest, as we
fc It wis. ordered
by the' commander
learned later, was punished because,
of the army to level the remainder of the officers said, the water In every
. the city and to show no mercy.
As we village had been poisoned, and we
tiMik a short rest from our pursuit of
were told that only by a happy chance
'
tUe enemy and looked backward clouds
had the lives of our, soldiers been
f smoke
the eastward showed that spared. The God of the Germans had

',

'.

e
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issimo of the Turkish forces, was Id
command there and fled from Nazareth Just In time to avoid rapture.
General Allenby deserves the greater
credit for his success because he had
to send many of his troops to the

west front In Europe during the summer and was compelled to reorganize
his expedition. The end of his drive
Is not yet In sight.
How the leaders of the Young Turks,
the tools of Germany, will weather this
storm of defeat Is a question. Already,
It Is reported, they are depositing their
wealth In Swiss banks.
In ' Serbia, where another German
general, Von Steuben, Is in supreme
command of the forces of the central
powers, the successes of the allies
were no less than those In Palestine
and perhaps of greater Immediate Importance. Having driven their great
spearhead northward In the center of
the line along the Vardar river, they
crossed that river and by Tuesday the
Serbians had reached the outskirts of
Ishtlp, an Important Bulgarian base.
Then the allies turned to both the east
and west In a great flanking movement. On the west the Serbians, routing a German garrison, took Gradsko,
cnpturlng an enormous quantity of
Including a number of guns. They
and the French operating with them
o
passed far beyond Prilep toward
and Klchevo, which nre in the
foothills of the mountains seporatmg
Serbia and Albania. They occupied
Veles, north of Prilep, Thursday.
Thus the allies gained control of the
road, cutting
entire Monastlr-Gradskthe Bulgarian army Into a number of
groups. Still further west the Italians
took a hand In the Joyful proceedings,
pursuing the fleeing Bulgarians relentsup-pile- s,

Kru-shev-

o

Chullerange being in immediate peril.
The Americans made the swiftest proglessly.
ress along the Meuse valley, taking
East of the Vardar'the Bulgars and
many towns nnd thousands of prisonGermuns were steadily forced back toers. The Huns were withdrawing all ward the frontier, and on Thursday
their forces except machine gunners. came the news that British and Greek
At the time of writing the Yanks find forces had actually invaded Bulgaria
French were still advancing.
at Kosturino, about six miles south of
Tills new allied attack came logStrumnitza, the Teutonic base of that
ically after the Huns were driven region. In the Lake Dolran region the
back to the Hindenburg line and was resistance of the enemy has been
well timed, for the enemy had concenstronger, but there too the British and
trated his heavy guns and all the Greeks were making daily gains. As
Cursed and Gnashed Their Teeth.
troops he could spare further north to soon as they shall have driven the
spare them," their gratitude knew no defend St. Quentln and Loon against Bulgars from a hilly triangle In that
bounds. If so much bad blood existed the persistent assaults of the British sector, It Is pointed out, they will
and If so many things which led to the and French.. For quite a distance east- be able to put into commission again
railroad and conmilitary execution of Innumerable Bel- ward from Reims the terrain Is so the
gians, It was because of the mistrust open that the movement of the allies vey plentiful supplies to the troops.
As the allies advanced they were
systematically nourished on the part is favored, and any considerable advance there would tend to cut the eastJoined by the peasants, and among the
of the German officers.
ward communication lines from Laon,
many Serbians
That night we marched on after be- which city has been the pivot of the prisoners taken were
In the
ing Joined by a
mortar entire German system from Reims to who had been forced to serve
Bulgarian army. It Is noteworthy that
battery of the foot artillery regiment
among the allies fighting In this region
Flanders.
No. 9 recently arrived. Not only were
Is a big contingent of
In
we to act as an auxiliary for this batof the allies the tanks cut
tery, but we were also expected to help
The sensational news of the earlier the advance
bring these Immense cannon Into ac- part of the week came from Palestine a considerable figure. These engines
tion. These guns were In two sections, and Macedonia.
In the Holy Land of war never before had been on such
each transported on a wagon pulled General Allenby, by a sudden, swift a rough, mountainous terrain.
by six horses. These horses, the only and
skillfully conducted
attack,
It was the general opinion that Bulones used by foot artillery, are sup- smashed the Turkish forces between
posed to be the finest and most powerthe River Jordan and the Mediterra- garia, as a belligerent, was doomed by
ful In the German array.
line clear the disastrous defieat In Macedonia.
nean from the
Yet these animals were seldom up up beyond' the Sea of Galilee. Feint- Already she was sore at Germany and
to expectations, so that It was a com- ing with his right In an attack direct- Turkey, and a great part of the nation,
mon thing to detail from 70 to 80 men ed toward Afule, In the hill region of led by the queen, was really In symto assist In transporting these mor- Samaria, he delivered his main blow pathy with the allies. The recent tertars, and long, heavy ropes were car- with his left, which moved swiftly up rific blows to German military prestige
ried for this purpose. This happened
the coastal plain, occupying In turn will make the Bulgarians more than
most frequently whenever the guns Caesarea, Haifa and Acre. This force ever anxious to break with the kaiser,
had to be taken off a highway and then quickly shifted its course toward on whose promises of Balkan hegembrought Into a Bring position.
the northeast, turning the highlands ony they had relied. According to
King
Soon we arrived at the city of Ber- of Samaria and compelling the Turks Information from Switzerland,
trix. We found many houses at the to make a precipitate and perilous re- Ferdinand appealed to Field Marshal
right and left of us burning brightly. treat. In fact the enemy was routed von Mcckensen, who was In Bucharest
They had been set afire, we learned, and made little effort to rally and to take command of the Bulgarian armbecause, persons In them had fired on check the victorious progress of the ies and save his country from Invasion.
passing soldiers. In front of one of British. Allenby's men drove forward A ministerial crisis with an entire
man wjth amazing rapidity, capturing the chnnge of foreign policy is Imminent,
these houses was a
railway running from Haifa through aiid owing to pacifist demonstrations
and woman with their fifteen or
-year-old
Afule and Nablus oward Jerusalem In Sofia that city was placed under
sou.- All were covered
with straw. A little way farther on, nnd occupying Nazareth, the home of martial law. Some authorities believe
Crown Prince Boris will be made rethree more civilians were lying dead Jesus.
"
In the same street.
Meanwhile the Arabs of nedjaz gent. "
'
were moving northward along the hills
Progress by the allies In Plcardy was
east of the Jordan, driving1 the Turks
"Such a thing as pity is inbefore them and threatening to sever slow but sure during the week. The
sanity," declares a German offtheir line of retreat to Damascus. Huns were desperately trying to save
icer, rebuking his men for giving
Still further north nnother force of St. Quentln, but despite their repeated
food to a woman refugee with
which were .especially
tribesmen Raided the railway Junc- counter-attackeight children. The next Installtion of Derau and destroyed the rail- fierce In the region of Epehy, the Britment tells how the fugitives suf,
ish continued to close down on that
,
way there., '.
f
fered as the German forces con"Probably 50,000 prisoners were taken city from the west and north, while the
tinued their sweep through Belby the British In Palesttne nnd It French completed Its Investment on the
gium into France.
seemed likely ; that, almost the entire south. The reactions of the Germans
Turkish force caught In the trap were powerful and they sacrificed great
would be captured or destroyed. The numbers of men. At times the British
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
seventh and eighth Turkish armies were compelled to give ground, but In
Optimistic Thought
were virtually annihilated. There Is almost every Instance this was Immet,
He that respecta others la respect- added satisfaction in the fact that Li- diately recovered. Grlcourt and
ed by them.
both virtually on the Hindenburg
man von Sanders, the German general
"
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Jugo-Slav-

'
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-

half-burne- d
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-
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line, were the centers of bloody combats for days, and Fayet, only about
a mile and a half from St. Quentln,
nlso was the scene of terrific fighting.
By taking Selency the French established themselves In strong positions
two miles from the western environs of
St. Qutntln. It seemed evident that
Marshal Foch could capture that city
at any time lie wished, but at an expense In lives which he was endeavoring to avoid by the slower method of

Investment
-t- a-

The news of the week was so good
that it seems necessary once more to
warn the people of the United States
against undue optimism concerning the
early coming of peace.
Allied
and statesmen agree in the
opinion that unless there Is a sudden
und unexpected collapse Germany can
well hold out for at least another year,
and that we must make all our preparations for a war that will not end before
1020, If then. Moreover, the prevailing idea thut the morale of the German
soldiers lias greatly declined Is mistaken. They are still In most cases fighting hard, despite their recent reverses,
and lew morale is observable mainly
In prisoners, where it Is to be expected. Germany Is by no means at the
end of her resources, the distance to
the Rhine Is great and her resistance
may be expected to grow stronger, the
closer tho allied armies get to German
territory. The final outcome, as has
been suld many times In this review.
Is not In doubt, but the greatest blows
for civilization und freedom are yet
to be dealt.
rs

I

Imperial Chancellor von Hertllng,
addressing the main committee of the
reichstug, made a very blue speech,
admitting the deep discontent of the
German people and the gravity of the
situation. His effort to defend the
government was regarded ns a failure
and his own downfall was predicted.
Von Hertllng 'made a bitter attack on
President Wilson, and said that though
"he had accepted the four principles of
a democratic peace laid down by Mr.
Wilson, the president had not deigned
to reply. This is false, as Von Hertllng
accepted only the ' first four of Wilson's first set of fourteen planks and
then stated that Germany would make
peace with each belligerent Separately and deal with Poland Independently. The rest of the planks he re.1
jected.
Holland's food situation has become
so distressing that the Dutch cabinet
Is trying hard to effect an arangement
by which the offer of the United
States can be accepted. This, In a
word, Is that foodstuffs will be sent
from this country, under guaranty
against their
provided
Holland will send her own ships to
get them. The Dutch feel that they
must first make an arrangement with
Germany and obtain a formal guaranty
that their vessels will not b sunk or
seized, for If they were she would
probably be forced Into the war. It
Is a difficult situation for the Dutch
and they are entitled to much sympathy, but to a great extent their food
troubles are due to the greed of their
own food profiteers, who for a long
time Imported provisions only to sell
them to the Germans at extraordinary
prices.

i

The campaign for the fourth Liberty
loan of $6,000,000,000 opened Saturday morning with immense enthusiasm
exhibited In every city, town and village of the country. The people are
as determined ns Is the government to
make this loan a swift and overwhelming success, for they now fully realize
that In thus lending their money to
themselves they are providing the
means of keeping the Huns from taking It from them by force. And that
Is only the selfish part of their view.
Tbey also know that the loan .is vitally necessary to the salvation of hu
inanity the world over.
By concurring In the prohibition
amendment to the agricultural extension bill the house of representatives
last weelc made It certain that the
country would be "bone dry" from July
1, 1919, until the war Is over and the
armed forces demobilized. The manufacture of wine will cease on May 1
next The president already has ordered the cessation of the making of
beer after December 1.

THE

Was Told He Couldn't
Live Six Months
But Doan's Brought Mr.
Clayton Health and

Strength.

C. T. Cloyton,

78 N. Broad St.,
Woodbury, N. X, Bays:
"I had
about the worst case of kidney
complaint a man could have. My
kidneys were In terrible shape. I
had sharp, knifelike pains In the
email of my back,
and my back often

gave out entirely. I
couldn't stoop to lace
my shoes. For two
years I was In this
helpless condition and
didn't do a tap of
work and no one
thought I would ever
U
ue .11.
ule 10 wont again,
nr. Uirtsa ,n
fact j wfig toM 1
couldn't live elx months. But for- tünately I began using Doan's

w

KlflnpV

PIllB

TYlOV

muría ma fonl

better from the first and after tak
ing several boxes, I had better
strength and health than ever before. I think Doan's are worth
their weight In gold, and I recommend them whenever I henr int.
one complaining of their kidneys."
Gat Doaa's at An Star. 0 Boa

DOAN'S

CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Advising the Chaplain.
A British officer decided to hand
Borne advice to a rather Ineffective
chaplain. 80 he said :
"Padre, if you'll excuse my saying
so, you're a d
d rotten chaplain;
the men will never follow you to

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications aa they cannot reach

the diseased portion of the ear. 1 here is

oniy one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
and that la by a constitutional remedy.
HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE acta
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. Catarrhal
la
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining or the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a

nfn.

rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, Deafness Is the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be re-aucea ana tnis tube restored to Its
condition, hearing may be destroyed
forever.
Many cases of Deafness are
caused by Catarrh, which Is an inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
case of Catarrhal Deafness that csnnot
nor-m- al

l?f3!r;?
iu r.L' i r
1

1

11..

hallb catarrh

All DniRKlsts 7te. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

COMISE

1

IMPARTIAL JUSTICE 13 PRICE OF
PEACE, DECLARES PRESI-

Hit Father's Were Larger.
VITAL ISSUES OF WAR 8TATED
Tommie thought that his father was
BY EXECUTIVE IN FOURTH
the best father, that his mother was
the best mother, 'and that his house
LIBERTY LOAN SPEECH,
was the best house.
s
Indeed, everything of his was best.
Que day on a visit to a neighbor Wtrn Nswspaper Union Nsws Service.
woman, he followed her upstairs to
watch her make the bedrooms tidy.
PEACE TERMS IX BRIEF.
"Are those your daddy's shoes?" he
First, the Impartial Justice metd
out
must Involve no discrimination
asked, as the woman put those articles
between those to whom we wish to
be Just and those to whom we do
In their proper place.
not wish to be just. It must be a
"Yes," she answered smiling. "They
plays no favorites and
iustlce that
are pretty large, don't you think?"
no standard but the equal
rights
ot
the
several peoples con"Oh, yes, but my daddy's shoes, are
cerned.
larger," he said quickly.
Second, no special or separate Interest of any single nation or any
group of nations can be made the
"" Pimply Rathy Skins
oasis of any part of the settlement
which Is not consistent with the
Cutl-cura
Quickly soothed and healed by
common Interests of all.
Third, there can be no leagues or
often when all else falls. The
alliances or special covenants and
Soap to cleanse and purify, the Olnfr
understandings with the general
ment to soothe and heal. For free
and common family of the league
of nations.
samples address, "Cuticura, Dept. X,
Fourth,
and more specifically,
by
Boston."
malL
At druggists and
there can be no special, selfish economic
combinations
within the
loap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.
league and no employment of any
form of economic boycott or exclusion except as the power of ecoHard to Discourage.
nomic penalty by exclusion from
"A spring poet wants to see you,
the markets of tha world may be
vested In the league of nations Itsir."
self as a means ot discipline and
"Tell him we have more spring po
control.
Fifth, all International agreements
etry on hand than we can use In the
and treaties of every kind must be
next nine years," said the editor.
made known In their entirety to
the rest of the world.
"Yes,

The Owners of
"Swift & Company"
(Now Over 22,000)

Perhaps
that you
ner
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This statement is made solely for your
information and not for the purpose of
booming Swift & Company stock.

We welcome, however, live stock
producers, retailers, and consumers as
rs.

We particularly like to have for
shareholders the people with whom
'
we do business.
Tlvs leads to a better mutual
understanding.

Year Book of interesting and
instructive facts sent on request.
- Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois

Swift

&

Company

edgement.
Mr. Strong read to the audience a
summary of f late reports . showing
American troops' advances during the
day in France.
'Our boys in France do not learn
readily when to stop fighting," he
added. "That Is the spirit In which
we must raise the Liberty Loan."
Cheers creeted the news of the
particularly
successes,
American
when Mr. Strong said the Yankee
troops In their drive had reclaimed
100 square, miles or territory ior

France.

'

Flies Across the Alps.
the
Paris. Gabrielle d'AnnunzIo,
arrived In Paris
Italian author-aviatoin an airplane, flying from Italy across
the Alps.
D'Annunsio

Dread Malady Sweeps Camps.
Washington, Sept. 28. Spanish in
fluenza continued to spread in army
camps, 6,824 new cases having been
ported to the office of the surgeon
general of the army during the twen
period. This was an in
crease of 685 over the new cases
and brought the total for all
camps to 42,367. Pneumonia cutset
showed a slight decrease, 717 new
cases being reported Friday, compared
with 723 Thursday. Deaths Friday
were 170, mostly from pneumonia;

d

7 President

your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.

GUNS TO SILENCE DRIVE

i

co-part-

To

DENT IN NEW YORK.

heaven."
"I rather felt that, sir," stammered
the flummoxed padre.
"But I tell you what," continued the
officer, "you'd make a fine company
New York. The price of peace will
officer, and the men would follow you
"He snys It's posthumous fame he's
be
Impartial justice to all nations, the
to hell."
after, and If you don't mind he'll leave
Instrumentality indispensable to sehis sonnet with you."
cure It Is a league ot nations formed
Signa of It
"The chestnut crop Is going to be
Under rormal conditions the Scillj not before or after, but at the peace
good this year." "You can tell that by Islands produce yearly 700 tons oi conference; and Germany as a mem
ber "will have to redeem her charac
flowers for perfume making.
the fish stories."
ter not by what happens at the peace
table, but by what follows." This was
President Wilson's answer, given
Friday night before an audience of
Fourth Liberty Loan workers here to
the recent peace talk from the central
powers, although he did not refer specifically to the utterances of enemy
leaders.
Shortly before the President started
speaking, news ot the further suc
cesses of American,
British and
French offensives on the western
front reached the meeting at the Metropolitan opera bouse, and this gave
dramatic point to Mr. Wilson's perorationthat "peace drives can be effectively neutralized and silenced only by
showing that every victory of the na4
tions associated against Germany
brings the nations nearer the sort of
peace which will bring security and
reassurance to all peoples and make
the recurrence of another such strugit has not occurred to
gle of pitiless forces and bloodshed
you
can participate in
forever impossible, and that nothing
else can."
Swift & Company's profits, and
'We are all agreed," he satd, "that
also share its risks, bv becomthere can be no peace obtained by
any kind of bargain or compromise
in the business?
with the governments of the central
is not close corporation.
empires, because we have dealt with
them already and have seen them
You can do this by buying Swift &.
deal with other, governments that
were parties to this struggle, at
Company shares, which are bought
and Bucharest. They have
Chicago
and sold on the
and Boston
convinced us that they are without
stock exchanges.
honor and do not intend justice. Tber
observe no covenants, accept no prin
There are now over 22,000 shareciple but force and their own in
holders of Swift & Company, 3,500 of
terest."
Five thousand persons who filled
whom are employes of the Company.
the Metropolitan opera house to ca
22,000
include
These
shareholders
pacity heard the president. Five min
7,800 women.
utes before his arrival a guard of soldiers, sailors and marines seated at
Cash dividends have been paid regthe rear of the platform were sudThey
denly ordered to attention.
ularly for thirty years. The rate at
arose with a smart click of rifles, the
present is 3 per cent.
national colors were advanced, and
great audience became silent un
the
The capital stock is all of one kind,
til the President, without other warnnamely, common stock there is no
ing of his coming, walked on the
preferred stock, and this common stock
stage, escorted by Benjamin Strong,
governor of the federal reserve bank
represents actual values. There is no
Then a tremendous
of New York.
"water," nor hava good will, trade
burst of cheering broke loose, which
marks, or patents been capitalized.
caused the President, after taking his
wat, to rise three times in acknowl-
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ON PEACE TERMS
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xTelam, Pa. "I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for female troubles and a displacement I felt all rundown and was very weak.
I bad been treated by a physician without results,
bo decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
a trial; and felt better right away. I am keeping house
eince last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in thlscondltion. I give you permission to publish
this letter." Mrs. E. R. Crumxing, E. No. 1, Ilellam, Pa.
Lowell, Mich.- "I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and bad female weakness and
displacement. I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a similar way." Mrs.EusEllEiM.R.No.f), Box83,Lowell,Mich,
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Why Not Try

,

;EifDIAE.PINK HAMS U
YMETABIE COMPOUND
LYDIA E.PINKHAN

An Irish Courtship.
An Irish sheriff got a writ to serve
on-young widow and, on coming Into
her presence suld: "Madam, I have
an attachment for you."
"My dear sir," she snld blushing,

do It !"

Constipated
and Happy
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O
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ml
the famous national remedy of Holland,
has been recognized as an infallible relief
from all forms of kidney and bladder disorders. Its very age is proof that it must
have unusual merit.
If vou are troubled with pains or aches
in the back, feel tired in the morning,
headaches, indention, insomnia, painful
or too frequent passage of urine, irritation
or stone in the bladder, you will almost
certainly find relief in GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This is the good
old remedy that has stood the test for
hundreds of years, prepared in the proper
to take,
Juantity and convenient form
direct from Holland labget
it at any
oratories, and you can
drug store. It is a standard,
home remedy and needs no introduction.
Each capsule contains' one dose of five
drops and is pleasant and easy to take.
They will quickly relieve those stiffened
joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, "sciatica, gall stones, gravel, "brick
dust," etc. Your money promptly refunded if ttipv An tint relieve von. Hut he sure
to get the genuine GOLD MEDAL brand.
In boxes, three sizes. Adv.
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It Wouldn't Do.
Novelist Robert W. Chambers said
at the Country club In New York:
"This war has changed all things.
We older writers are quite disoriented.
We don't know how to write any more.
"Imagine describing a girl's ear to
"
day;" he snld, "as
shell-like!-

For R taring Colar and

BsaDtrtoGray orFadad Hair.
SLOP
at Dmrifl.u.

Calf
Enemies
WHITE SCOURS

Ton can prevent this loathsome disease from ronJoIns;
through your stable and cure all the colts suffering- - with,'..
It when you beg-i- the treatment No matter how young-- ,
frPOHJV'8 1b safe to use on any eolt It la wonderful how
It prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or hornea,
at any age ara "exposed." All frood drusrirlsta and turf
(roods houses and manufacturers sell SPOUN'a at (0 eanta)
and 1.16 a bottle. 15.50 and 111.00 a dosen.
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Your Veterinarian can stamp
them out with Cutter's
Scour Serum and' Cutter's Germ
Anti-Ca-

Irs

Mand
Life Is dark- - not worth awrh to the
man or woman with sb
Arid stomach
kills Hope, Ambition,
Energy
Oonnse. It M! the atrrasth
of the strongest body Impoverishes the
blood
makes
soses untold suffVrlng
millions weak, unfit snd brings on prematura old age.
Millions of people srs weak snd tmllt,
suffering all the time, In on way or another, from superacldity or
They don't seem dangeronaly sick.
Going through life weak,
Jnat ailing.
Hat leva, dragging one foot after another.
They're narvous snd Irritable; lack power and punch, frequently hare neiere
attacks of blinding, splitting beadachra;
subject to Bts of melancholia and mental depression. And nearly alwaya tbelr
stomachs sre out of order, even though
many
experlencs no sctual stomach
getting
poor never
paina dlgeatlon
anywhere
near tbe full strength from
their food.
Bo, yoa see. It's Jnst this scld stom-sc- h
holding so many people
sapping up the strength they
back
should get from their fond taking away
their vigor snd vitality leaving thrra
weak and Inefficient.
la

Get rid of tha excess acid. That's
the aecret of good hesllb snd la the only
wsy to obtain good digestion snd swim- -

JUST

HOW

Fre. Blackleg Filtrate and Aggressin,
Cutter's Blackleg Pills.
Ask him about them If he
hasn't our literature, write to us for

information on these products.

The Ciitter Laboratory
111.

'TkmLaboratTy That Know, Horn"

PEDDLER

GOT

BY

you got in here."
"Everyone needs an ash sifter," persisted the peddler,, ignoring the question.
"But I don't," snapped Stephens. "I

DENVER, NO.

A

Suffer

It la the right way to be well
keep strong.
Ordinary medietas
and
Won't do any lasting good.
The beat),
they ran do Is to spur up your sppetlts
llatlon.

for awhile.

A modern remedy makes It pnsalbla
to remove eireis scld without the slightest discomfort.
It Is called K ATO NIC,
In the form of pleaaant taatlng tablets.
Their action In the atomacb ! a goat
deal like s piece of blotting paitar fakln
up a drop of Ink they literally absorb
the Injurious exreas scld snd carry It
sway through the intestines.
Begin nalng EATONIO right now
today snd get on tbe road to bouuding,
vlgorona,
vibrant
health. Thousands
upon thousanda of people who hav
used EATONIO sre enthuslaatlc In Its
prslae. They say they never dreamed
that anything could bring them suth
quick relief.
EATONIO Is fnlly guaranteed. Tour
druKglat will give you a big hoi for only
60 cents with the illatinct nndrratandlng
that If you are not pieaaed In every way,
you get your 50 cents back. If you can't
get EATONIO where you live send ns
your name and sildretta; we will send
you s fifty cent box snd you can send
n the 00c when you get II. Acldreas
Katonlc Uemedy Co., Uuutber Bldg., Chicago, II).

fC Women as well aa mea)
f AlW U are made mlerable by
kidney and bladder trott

TO

RT
AMP
ULtlXaiMU

ble.
Thousands
Dr.
mend
Swamp-Roo- t,
drug-gis-t

reconH

Kilmer's
the great

a In large
kidney medicine.
At
and medium size bottles. You may rea sample size by Parcel Post, also
pamphlet telling; about It. Address Dr.
Kilmer A Co., Blnirhamton, N, Y., and
enclose ten cents, also mention this papac

ceive

m

Clear Your Sido

WitbCuticcra
All druggists: Soap 25
Ointment 35 4 SO, Tsi
cum 25. Samóle aacb
free of "CaticaraJ

Uept,.

burn gas."
Can I Cure My Cora l&'S'&NS
"But you smoke, don't you?" de- will tall yon bow quickly and cheaply
I cored aalnJ
Address B. st Parkinson, Box Us, BaJida, Ooloraaa
manded the peddler.
"You win," cried the attorney; "I
know now how you got in."
"How?" questioned the perplexed

"Just sifted," was the laconic reply.
Los Angeles Times.

Denver Directory

WLtsoa Neva Break

Trace

Guaranteed

Not a Thought of It
"What did you think of my speech?"
"Vou didn't say a thing that set me
thinking."
Mahogany! oak and ebony ore all
heavier than water and' consequently
sink.
j

tbt greatest" of
U,

I.

ilion

That Dolios

that

tT.

Acid-SioniQ- cIi

lf

or

Berkeley , Cal., or Chicago,

I,

POBJf MEDICAL CO, Geahea,

peddler.

BLACKLEG

W. N.

people

pale-fac- ed

COLT DISTEMPER

(

and

greatly help most

s

Short Conversation Enlightened AttorHonors Are Easy,
ney as to Manner In Which Caller
'But father doesn't npprove of you."
Evaded Office Force.
'Oh, that doesn't matter I don't ap
prove of him, either." Sydney
City Attorney Stephens was amazed
the other day when a'peddler Invaded
his private sanctum and began dilating on the merits of an ash sifter,
HAIR BAL8AM
..A tolla
"I don't wont an ash sifter," snorted
prerjantioa si Merit,"
Stephens, "but I do wont to know how
R.lp. to arfcdioata düdruff.
aOc

molas bean sltiisnii

m

e

tú

Makes Life
Worth Living

CARTER
ITTLE

,

Lives 200 Years!

4

I

ABBSffi0hrfor pARTER'S IRON PILLS
will

d

OrtA

A

many colorless facet but

All sxoceri. Adv.

n
.1
IU.I1

i

M

PILLS.

Exchange.

Yam ma
Jl 111
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A Remedy That

am

Small Pin
Small Dose
Small frica

Fervent Wish.
In Camn Custer recently a voune
private soldier with a
considerably discolored eye and blood
dripping from his nose looked up at a
compassionate friend and expressed
the fervent wIrIi that those who were
promoting boxing would never get It
up to the general status.
newly-fledge-

X

You Cannot be

Emile on wuh dar. That's when von nse
tied ltoss jjag iilue. Clothes whiter than
snow.

CO. LYNN. MAS

Carter's Little liver Fills

a

"your attachment Is reciprocated."
"You don't understand me, you must
proceed to court," said the sheriff.
"Well, I know 'tis lenp year, but I
prefer to let you do the courting yourself. Men are much better at that
than women."
"Mudam, this is no time for fooling.
The justice Is waiting."
"The Justice waiting? Well, I suppose I must go, but the thing Is sudden, and besides I'd prefer a priest to

MEDICINE

tories. Flato.

vic

co
f saddlery
DENVER

RHMtosil
L
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DEVELOPING

PRINTING

tai

Bend for Catalogue
Finishing Price List. Tka Dvanr Tit, Ik lariat Ca
tasbsaa Ksitk U. Kt lftk Stmt. Dtsvsr. Caiacaat
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I Personal Mention I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Garage

Arno Voelkel

The Roy saloons closed very
quietly and the change is hardly
noticeable. There may lie t liosa
who miss them but nat many.

Amo Voelkel, well known soldier
from Roy, writes Miss Perry Smith
of Roy, from tho front-lin- e
trenches
o
i
France. In part lib letter reads:
'
"It muy not be long, if we keep on
!ll!lI!!i!l!!!!ll!III!l!l!!l!!l!!li!l!lIH! I!IIll!Iilll!!!!ll!IIII!!l!!IIHI!l!lli!!l!!!!ll!llirE Do you
win the war? driving
them back as wc have been
o doing lately. I have just come from
The
Local Dean Growers
Every American citizen has the trenches and got your letter and
Association has disbanded on acfrom home, we have had tough
but one duty at this time and one
tina:, lately tut did not lose very
count of lack of interest,
Editor
that is to probe his conscience in many men but the Germans did. we
O. W. Ilearn Sec.
I will write you to say, I am still
fr3t they had no
answer to the query
what drove tothem back so dead
in the U. S., but not far from what
their
or care for
bury
time
they call h
for this is sure the next
Lawrence Pint suffered a re- he can individually do most
tha wounded. We found dead Germans
place to it. Stuck out four miles in
to aid in winning the everywhere, some hr.d been dead a
lapsa and is very ill again after
the woods from a little railroad sta
is
war.
not enough that he week or mo-- e, in the woods and along
It
tion not on the map. We are eighteen being able to come to town horsethe river. We killed n lot of them and
miles from Norfork, Va., and near back last week. The younger buy a Liberty Bond, or subscribe
25,000 of them in our last
Newport, News. It is rainy and pretty
to the Red Cross, or to the drive, and no end of cannon and mais
brother
also
very
sick.
The
cold here. Woods rocks and the James
chine guns.
rest of the family are improving Knights of Columbus or to the Y I have had shells burst within te,n
river are all we see.
M.
C.
A.
you
If
to
want
We are working pretty hard fret
win, yards of me, went thru the biggest
t'mg the Infantry drill which we have
this war, let this thought be left barrage ever thrown on us, was thru
Mrs.
C.
C.
Belknap
to learn. v e are getting pretty good
with you, It is as important five hours of gas and in, where the
machine-gu- n
at it but were pretty awkward at first, are proudly displáing at the
and rifle fire was thick,
I could get in Joe Gilstrap's class now, depot a panoramic picture of the that you vote right as that you but haven't been scratched yet.
even if I am in the artillery. It is
talk right; it is as important that I guess the Germans thought they
different from juggling boxes and third regiment trained under the you vote right
as that you give would get to Paris, but they didn't.
sacks around the Florsheim warehouse. direction of their
son. Lieut
This country is sure shot up. Towns
I don't wish I was back in Roy but I Belknap, and sent over to France your money right.
like Roy and bigger ell built 6i stone,,;
do wish we could hurry across and
The honest
consciontious are simply shot to pieces. We lie
to
fight.
is
It
the
handsomest
help give the yaps of Fritzies a little
American this year will vote as down flat or dive into a shell hole
dose of h . I don't know how long and most efficient lnoking lot of
when a shell comes near us but for
we will be here but hope it won't be men
ever photographed, and but his son shoots.
one shell they send us we the Ameri-ck- n
mg.
and French, send them three
I certainly have a warm spot in my for the fierce moustache he wears
back. We got some German papers
heart for the Red Cross ladies. They the lieutenant is the mildest
Mrs. Al. Hanson and children and letters written by soldiers and to
sure treated us fine on our way here looking man among
them.
came
down from Springer them by their people. I read some of
from Galveston.
Hot cocoa, rolls,
they say don't know what to do
Wednesday with her father toi them,
candy, chewing gum, tobacco, apples
the war keeps on, they say they have
and writing material was supplied by
October 5th and still no sign of visit the parental J. Floersheim," ifno food, clothing or shoes and no
them at every stop. The Y. M. C. A., frost, is a record this mesa is
That
chance in sight to get thom.
home,
is also a great friend to the soldiers
lcoks like it would be over pretty soon.
proud
of. It hfis added thous
in camp.
Well, I'havc got to quit for a minute,
It is getting too noisy here to write. ands of dollars to our resources
C. J. R. de Ciemenceau, late some Y. M. C. A., girls are here with
The boys are starting to practice Sem- and matured many
bean fields of the school at El Rito, where hot cocoa and cakes. They are the
aphore here in Squad room, eo I will
first women I have reen for two
and
much
feed
of the late he has held
stuff
close and join them.
the posiiion of months.
Tho "Y," and the Red Cross
Kindest regards to all,.
planting.
electrician, arrivrd Tuesday and r'c cure doing great work for us.
Pvt. HARRY C. VANHORN,
is working at the Roy Garage. they say our regiment will go back
Battery E. 47th Artillery,
near Paris soon for a rest. I hope so
Camp Eustice, Va. We are advised that Mrs. Moore,
lie is quite a character, and for
we need it, after eating, sleeping
formerly interested in the Roy when you get acquainted with and fighting in tho rain and mud for
Cafe, was married recently to him, very interesting, lie was two months.
I txpect you ar3 surprised to get a
Mr. Walker also formerly of this educated by the Franciscan
letter with so much r.bout the war.
ROY,
New Mexico. town. They were married in Monks in Paris, France, and is Wc goi ordets today that we might
Albuquerque.
educated far above the plane of write anything we want to so it is true.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
I was promoted to Corporal while up
ordinary mon a3 well as being a in
front and am getting along fine.
Correctly
The girls will give a dance at skilled machinist and Electrican.
I must close and .vrite more later.

Mr. J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Garage and is now in charge

want to

Hary Van Horn
Spanish-America-

of our Repair Department,

n:

ts

We Repair all Cars.

b

We also carry a Complete Line of

Oils and Auto Accessories,

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing

and machine Shop.
ACETYLENE WELDING

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.
Another Type.

Another type of American that gives
us nn awful pain Is the constructive
critic whose attitude seems to be that
tie Isn't coins to be proml of his country until he has to. Ohio Stnto Jour- Dili.

CARUS PLUMLEE,

I can loan you MONEY on
Receipt as well as on

Corp. ARNO W. VOELKEL,
Co. G. 30th Inf.,
A. E. F.

I will sell

at Public Auction, at my

farm 6 miles Southwest of Mills,
8 miles Northwest of Roy,

Thur. Oct

your-Fin- al

Pat

ented or Deeded land. Come let
us talk to you about your loan.

Sec. 24,
On

Rim-roc-

k,

d.

Sincere Gratitude.
Mrs William Bt ll, Loansport, Ind.
writes: "I deem it my duty to express
my gratitude for the good Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy did
rre when I hada ssyeie attack of diarrhoea three years ago. It was the only
medicine that relieved mo."

HORSES,
Span horses 5yrs old, sorrel horse 3yrs old,
years old.

CARD OF THANKS

Apply

to-D-

AN

LAUMBACH,
Roy, N, M.

Wheat and Rye Seed for sale,
$2.00 per bushel, at my farm 3
miles North of the Mofax church
Pure Turkey Red Wheat.
E. M. Dukeminier,
Mills N. M. Route A,
FOR

Reasonable-Maje- stic
SALE
Range, in excellent
condition apply to Phoebe Russel, Smith,
Roy N. M.
;

Red River Canon,

and Grass, Plenty of outside Range,
and Firewood
60 acres under cultivation and fenced, Good frame
house, 14X20 ft., Large Barn, Implement Shed and
other Buildings, Fine young Orchard, Auto-roa.Small Cash Payment, Balance in annual payments,
8 percent interest on deferred Payments.

Spar.ish-America-

Five Pupils, ranging
up to 9th grade. If able to teach
elementary music will be preferred. Room and board furnished
Applicant must have 2d class
Certificate or equal qualification

T.24,N R.21E,

On account of ill health, I must sell it. Fine Water

LOST A ladies brooch, gold and
pink coral, between the Catholic church
anil Postoflice Sunday. Finder please
n
office..
leave at

Home.

sharp-Hoo- ver

My 320A. Farm

Year-Hous-

For Private School at Ranch

1018

Time,the following property

e
FOR RENT During School
three miles from Roy,
Furnished or unfurnished, Four
large rooms, cellar, garage,
barn, running water in house,
Apply to
Phoebe Russel Smith
Roy New Mexico

TEACHER WANTED

N. M.

Sale to begin 10.00 A. M.,

J. E. WILDMAN,
Loan and Insurance Agency,
ROY, N.M.
Office at residence,

We take this means of expressing
our profound gratitude for the many
kindnesses shown us during the illness
and at the funeral obsequies of our
beloved husband and father, E. M.
Cook. Especially to tho Woodmen
Lodge, the Solano neiehbofs, Dr. Plumlee and the many Roy friends who
were so kind to us.
MRS. E. M. COOK,
Children and Relatives.

Simple Reclpo for Happiness.
In certain of the rural sections of
England It Is a belief that o bride nt
tho nltnr, to Insure a happy wedded
life, should on no nccount allow anyone
to speak to her husband before she has
addressed him by name.

Land & Stock
Pub lie Sale

Plumlee Hospital

Physician in Charge.

NEW MEX.

ROY,

j

the hall Saturday night Oct, 5
Mr. Beck, will try to keep him
All are invited to coma and have here in the interest of his patrons
a good time. ,
at the Garage.

Free Air.

Gasoline Stand,

Mrand

Fitted,

.

Filly tw

GA

They're in to Win
Fair targets, every one of these men, for the
German riflemen and machine gunners hidden
, behind the parapet.
But they are not thinking of the bullets whizzing
past them; of the sheila bursting over their heads.

They are intent on one thing to scale that bank,
take the bridge head and win the day.
'And these men are made of the same stuff as all
true Americans who read these words.

If

we are the

same stuff, let
us prove it.
Let us get
into the fight
as they do to

the limit
for Victory!

Mayby more, Hereford Cow fresh soon, Jersey Cow
nt side, 2 yearling Herefords, heifer and steer.

pqlF

FARM MACHINERY
Riding Lister, Riding Cultivator,
Plow, Wagon, 2 sets Harness, Saddle, 3 or
50 acres of Beans in stack.

4

Harrow,
tons of Feed,

,

Household Goods
Kitchen Range, Sewing Macihne, Washing Machine
Dresser, Chairs, Tables, etc. 100 quarts Canned Fruit,
Bring jugs, other articles too numer
10 gallons of Vinegar,
ou3 to mention.
'

TERMS
credit of 14 months will be given on all sums over $10
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
10 percent discqunt for cash on. sums over $10.00. Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. , No property to be removed unti
.
settled for
A

J)

Thu Spac$ Contributed to

Winning the War by C.

Floersheim Mercantile Company,
Roy Trading Company,
Roy Trust & Savings Bank,
C. B. Stubblefield & Co., Roy Garage.

rl

Ira Earl,
17

n

WHTTF Attn

Owner.
MILLS,
N. M.

